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Activism Conference Activates Bard

IBY-Ch ristrne NTeTsorf I

Puppets and the drug war

22

This weekend, students and activists from Bard and other locations across the Northeast
gathered for a valuable meeting of the minds, though unfortunately not in the anticipated
numbers. Out of the expected 70 participants for the Activist Training Conference (35 from
Bard and 35 from across the Northeast), only somewhere between 12 and 17 showed up
to most of the activities. Despite this disappointment, however, the conference went off
smoothly, and seemed to be successful in its
mission (as it is stated on the website) "to
bring together college activists from around
~the reg!on to gather and fig~re out how to ere. ate or improve our networking systems in an
effort to strengthen our community and make
us more effective in our struggles.'
One of the workshops, led by Emily
Douglass of Philadelphia, explored the
process of starting a campaign, and then
focused in on the nuts-and-bolts of running
one. According to participating Bard student
Maida Ives, emphasis was put on setting "specific, attainable goals," and on the importance
of maintaining anti-oppression ideals. In other
words, no rights of any group within a campaign should be sacrificed for the attainment
of the larger goal. To illustrate and put into
context the lessons of the workshop,
Douglass had the group start an example
campaign. Participants defined the goals of
the practice campaign, brainstormed what
resources might be available and what
resources would be needed, and discussed
which people to talk to. Ives considered all of
this "very practical."
The afternoon workshop was headed by noted poet, lecturer, and activist
Ewuare Osayande, the co-founder of POWER, an educational grassroots campaign dedicated to anti-oppression. Osayande began the session with the disclaimer, "Racism wasn't started in one day, and it won't be solved in this session." The eradication of racism is,
he says, "a life-long process." Within the two and a half hours of the session, however,
Osayande was able to cover a large quantity of information-ranging from the origins of
racism (during the "Age of Exploration," according to Ewuare, when Europeans first realized that white was not the predominant skin color on the planet), to the origins of eugenics by individuals like Blumenbach and Linnaeus during The Enlightenment (alternately
referred to as The En-whiten-ment). Osayande went in-depth when his history lesson
approached the era of slavery in America, and providing thought-provoking insight into the
relationship between the laws established to prevent black and white indentured servants
from conspiring together and the problems that exist today in black and white activists
working together. As Osayande brought the group from the historical origins of racism to
the modern reality, he stressed a salient point, "For whites, activism is a career choice.
For people of color, activism is survival."
Besides Osayande's ability keep to each of the seventeen people (half of whom
were from Bard students, four from Wesleyan , and the rest from up and down the
Northeast) In the circle intensely focused, and besides his own calm and composed passion for his work, the most remarkable thing about the workshop was that it challenged
"the model of white people sitting back and listening to people of color share their stories"
that apparently is the most common formula at anti-racism conferences. Osayande
believes that this model, by forcing people of color to open old wounds for the benefit of
the passive white listeners, really only reinforces racism.
Ewuare Osayande also gave the keynote speech Saturday night, which

addressed many of the same issues but was attended by a much larger group. The
notable difference in the speech was its greater focus on the current political agenda of
the country, and its attack of "white liberals." Osayande asked the predominantly white
crowd of students, "When are white people going to be willing to resist white privilege?"
Also saying, "When you fail to speak out, that's white privilege."
Following
the
address was a wonderfully vibrant and comspoken-word
pelling
and integrated-arts performance
by Alixa
Garcia and Naima
Penniman, two talented
poets, performers, and
activists who live and
''"'teach in the Bronx, but
have toured extensivethroughout
the
ly
United States. (On their
largest tour they actually made an infinity sign
' across the .country.)
Saturday night's show
surveyed the intricate
"""'"e_p_o_e.,.ts-a"""'te-r~l'-e-p-e--""o-r-m.--.- web. of vio1e~c.e, .corruption, and m1ust1ces
that have resulted from
America's "War on
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Drugs." The two faces
of the War on Drugs-that of Colombia and that of urban America and the criminalization
of drug use-were presented by the two voices of Allxa and Naima, and by a slide-show
of powerful images projected over their performance. By most accounts, their piece was
just the right blend of Insightful, tragic, beautiful, and inspiring to put the perfect finishing
touch on Saturday's activities.
Sunday proved a quiet finish to the conference, with its highlight being a puppetmaking workshop done by Laurent Martin and Brendan Murray-Nellis, both Bard graduates of the class of 2003. Martin said that he and Murray-Nellis are "puppeteers, not propagandists," but also somewhat slyly commented that while "some people want protest to
be blatant ... when you communicate with cardboard, that's subversive. You're making a
really strong statement."
Overall, head coordinator Josh Klein-Kuhn, of the SAC here at Bard, said that he
was very satisfied with the speakers and with the level of engagement by the participants,
but If he could do"it again he would definitely work on outreach; however, participant Mark
Stevens from Boston, representing the United Students for Fair Trade, said he believes
that "all these conferences are very helpful, no matter who turns out," and he hopes that
"Bard students will seek out and attend others. We need to be reminded of what we
learn-it's so easy to forget."

Ile....-·

ance. Above: Josh and the puppets.

Web sites of interest:
www.osayande .org fl Eware Osayande's homepage
www.gotpoetry.com/artforachange fl Alixa & Naima's homepage '

.Outlooks Differ on New Review of Iraqi Reconstruction
(BTNoali Weston I

As reported in a variety of national news outlets, a National Intelligence Estimate
made for President Bush in July regarding the outcome of Iraqi reconstruction offers scant
confidence. At best, the Estimate forecasts, Iraq will remain fragile through 2005, and at
worst, the country will collapse into a state of civil war. The verdict on the Estimate's reliability has vaned, though, depending on who is asked and likely how they benefit from it
politically.
The President himself dismissed the Estimate, a report written by the National
Intelligence Council, characterizing it as guesswork, but later clarified his remarks at a
news conference with interim Iraqi Prime Minister Ayad Allawi. With respect to his earlier
statement on the Estimate, he spelled out,
"Listen, the other day I was asked about the NIE, which is a National Intelligence
Estimate. This is a report that talks about possibilities about what can happen in Iraq, not
probabilities. I used an unfortunate word, "guess." I should have used "estimate." And CIA
came and said this is a possibility; this is a possibility and this is a possibility. But what's
important for the American people to hear is reality, and the reality is right here in the form
of the prime minister, and he is explaining what is happening on the ground. That's the
best report. And this report was written in July, and now we are here in September and • as I said, "estimate" would have been a better word."
Yet despite the forceful confidence the President demonstrates on the issue, many, even
ithin the President's own circle, question the sensibility of such an attitude. His leading
opponent in the upcoming election, Democratic Senator John Kerry, branded the
President as dishonest about the prospects of an independently stable and secure Iraq.
he Washington Post states that Kerry, to an audience of National Guardsmen in Las
egas, criticized the President's handling of the war and its aftermath in severe terms:
he President stood right here where I am standing and did not even acknowledge that
more than 1,000 men and women have lost their lives in Iraq. He did not tell that you with
ach passing day, we're seeing more chaos, more violence, indiscriminate killing. He did
inot tell you that with each passing week, our enemies are getting bolder-that Pentagon
fficials report that entire regions of Iraq are now in the hands of terrorists and extremi sts."
hough the National Intelligence Estimate's most provocative portion relates to the future
September 2 8,
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of Iraq, and the difficulty of inventing a democratic regime without precedent, critics and
skeptics of the reconstruction effort have focused more on the report's assessment of
what the US has already accomplished. In the realms of Iraqi army recruitment and training, building an Iraqi police force, reconstituting Iraqi infrastructure, and developing a central Iraqi government, the reconstruction effort faces acute problems, according to the
Estimate.
Responding to these issues outside of their mention in the Estimate, figures in
Congress on both sides of the aisle have shown great concern and even disapproval, as
the New York nmes reports. Joe Biden, the Democratic Senator from Delaware and one
of the President's harshest critics, said that, "The President has frequently described Iraq
as, quote, 'the central front of the war on terror.' Well, by that definition, success in Iraq is
a key standard by which to measure the war on terror. And by that measure, I think the
war on terror is in trouble."
Biden's colleagues on the Foreign Relations Committee, including Nebraska
Republican Chuck Hagel, also presented stern criticism of the campaign in Iraq. Hagel
lambasted the deficiency of spending on infrastructure in Iraq, maintaining that, "It's
beyond pitiful, it's beyond embarrassing. It is now in the zone of dangerous."
Whether the Estimate bears any truth is of reasonable concern since two bold endeavors
are set to take place in the future, an election and an attack. The former will determine the
new Iraqi assembly, including a prime minister to replace Allawi, one which will also write
the first, independent Iraqi constitution, while the goal of the latter is to reclaim the cities
of Fallujah and provinces surrounding Baghdad, including Ramadi, Samarra, and
Baqubah, as Secretary of Defense Colin Powell told the Post.
Powell, a figure in the current administration who enjoys bipartisan esteem, supported the conclusions in the National Intelligence Estimate, going as far as to say on Fox
News that the report "wasn't a terribly shocking assessment. It was something that I could
have written myself," recounts the Post. On the other hand, he professed that he felt optimistic about the success of elections in Iraq, as well as Afghanistan, and that both would
ultimately help diminish anti-Americanism in the "Muslim world."
Judging by the volatility of the Iraqi reconstruction issue, the political futures of Powell and
the rest of the Bush administration depend on whether their projections accurately reflect
the future.
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Social Space Squeeze: Students Seek to Reopen
Old Gvm
IBY Sarah Martino I
J

Can MCA spare $2.5 million? What about the Yeah Yeah Yeahs? They went here, right?
Four weeks, two registered parties, and one town meeting
into thesemester, the future of the Old Gym and student
social space 1s still very much 1n question. While clubs
have already taken advantage of alternative party spaces,
11 1s impossible to escape the sentiment that without the
Old Gym, less seems to happen on the weekends.
Allen Josey, Director of Student life
Programming, 1s satisfied with the way students have been
utilizing social space, but is unsure how the space crunch
will play out in the future. "Now that clubs have funds and
are making plans, the schedule ahead is filling up rapidly.
I expect it to get tight and that things may be difficult for
some time. Students will have to coordinate and work
together to co-sponsor events in creative ways." Josey
reaffirmed that Kline is available for large parties and will
be a tailback location until the problem 1s solved.
The Old Gym still stands. and won't be torn down any
time soon, which leaves both students and administrators
toying with the idea that the solullon lies in renovation. At
the town meeting held two weeks ago, students were told
that renovating the gym would cost 2.5 million dollars.
According to senior Ryan Schwarz, "From what Jim
Brudvig and other administrators have told us, they're still
considering renovating the Old Gym, but it's completely
contingent on how much money it's going to cost. They're
taking other estimates trying to absolutely minimize the
costs. The 2.5 million dollars that they proposed is for a
great gym with new sound systems. There are a lot of people who feel 1t could be done for a lot less, so that it's safe
to be m without it necessarily being an optimal concert
space n
On the student side of the renovation issue, sophomore Robin Kilmer is attempting to spearhead a studentrun fundra1smg proiect to cover renovation costs. For
Kilmer, the Old Gym is worth preserving because of its
unique "student autonomous" status, and for the ease with
which parties and concerts could be planned there. She
sees spaces like Manor and Robbins as too small and difficult, and cites the popular desire to have an indoor space
for parties in the winter. As far as the MPR, Kilmer sees its member of the Beastie Boys actually went to Bard, and he even vaguely look ltke the place 11 1s now." Menton 1s not
distinction as "dry" making it unrealistic for party use, and didn't graduate. Kilmer even pointed out that the adminis- the only one who feels that way; many students voiced the
according to Allen Josey the no-alcohol policy will remain. tration relies on a certain amount of money each year from opinion that building new dorms is more important than
"I am not comfortable simply changing this policy iust to alumni donattons for the school's budget and would prob- reviving the Old Gym .
__
accommodate the desire to have alcohol at parties. It is ably not be pleased at the prospect of Bard's wealthier
The bottom line for student fundraising is whether
important to maintain a space that is safe and comfortable alumni giving money to the Old Gym fund instead. Kilmer or not the administratron will support the effort, as Ryan
or those students who do want an alcohol free space for hopes also to rely on raising money from students who see Schwarz points out. "I wouldn't necessarily say that it's a
whatever reason, be it religiou s, recovery, or personal."
the project as an investment in Bard's future. "Bake sales bad idea to raise money, but I think in the end raising the
Kilmer currently has no def1rnte fundraising plans because add up, we could throw a benefit concert, I mean I don't money Isn't going to do anything unless you have the
she hopes to brainstorm ideas and gel organized with a know how much to depend on students but I know no mat- administration to get in back of ti. If students want to do ti ,
committee of other students who are interested m the ter which generation of Bardians is here, they are going to they should also be focusing their efforts on making sure
that the administration puts forth a statement saying 'If you
cause.
want a party space."
Kilmer's own ideas focus on around alumniWhether or not there is enough student support to guys subsidize 11, and 1f there's a feasible way of getting
based fundraising, especially from Bard's better known take on such a large, long-term fundraising project is the money, we'd be more than happy to put it back into the
graduates. "Smee so many musicians who have come to unclear. Kilmer says that she has been approached by Old Gym ." Kilmer recognizes that she is taking on a diffiplay at Bard have commented on how the Old Gym was several students who are interested In the project. cult task, but is not dismayed . "Maybe I'm being too ideal·
something special that we should hang onto, I was think- Sophomore Matt Waldron believes in the necessity of istic about this, but I don't know how things are going to go
ing maybe we could find a nice financial base in musicians. reopening the Old Gym . "I think it's important for the stu- unless I start them ."
We could try to contact the Beastie Boys or Steely Dan, dents to have an autonomous space on campus, and if it
among others. I don't think they were here when the Old takes us raising 2.5 million dollars to have our own space If you would like to get involved with Robin Kilmer's
Gym was open, but maybe they'll appreciate our cause , that we control, then it's worth the effort." Sophomore fundraising 1nitiat1ve , she will be holding a meeting on
especially because the Old Gym is an entirely student-run Imogen Menton disagreed. "There are more important Wednesday, September 29, in the back of the "smoking
_
entity."
things that can be done with 2.5 million dollars then reno- room" tn Kline.
The plausibility of such a fundra1s1ng option is vating a crappy old gym which , granted, has a lot of histoquestionable for many reasons: for one thing, only one ry in it, but by the time they're done renovating it won't

Auditions for "Verma,"
a tragedy by Federico Garcia Lorca
Directed by Andres Zambrano
Tuesday, September 28 at 6 PM
Resnick Theater Studio
The Fisher Center for Performing
Arts
Monologues will be provided
September 28,
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The Republicans Are Coming ... They're Here
Mass panic in the streets; SA C slays them one by one

IBy Fran Laniaciof

received hate mail. He confesses, "It got so bad 1hat I were accompanied by shouts deriding the group as "fas
talked to my prof essors about transferring. But I never cist". One strong objector was Jon Dame who observe
that: "the National Socialist Party in Germany in the thirtie
quit. I won't be intimidated."
As a junior, Alex felt that he had enough presence on probably had many on-campus organizations, many
campus to start a club where Republicans could express of which were probably well-intentioned. I said this not t
their beliefs. He felt that it was an idea whose time had imply that our campus Republicans were Nazis or racists
come. "It would have happened regardless. There had to but to illustrate how it is misguided to assume that we hav
be an organization for conservatives that was recognized to fund every ideology or viewpoint here on campus.·
by the school. Students here have begun to accept the libIn spite of the objections, Alex was impressed an
eral point of view without questioning it. It seems like we appreciated the encouragement and support that his clu
are all surrounded by a cloud of ideology". Although Alex received even from some of Bard's more liberal students
cares passionately about his organization, he could do "People who were devout liberals, who don't support th
without the attention that he's been receiving. "I don't like Republican agenda at all, came out in support of Ire
the attention I'm getting", he says, "I'm just doing this speech." But Alex felt that free speech wasn't the onl
because it has to be done."
issue at stake. "A lot of kids wanted another voice on cam
It should be emphasized that the Bard Republicans pus, politics at Bard are very one sided and there needs t
Club is not organized around the upcoming election. Alex's be another opinion." In response to the accusations o
The appearance of a Bard Republicans Club was goals are more long-term. "We have two kinds of people in being a fascist, Alex says: "To all the people calling m
ound to attract controversy. Republicans, a definite politi- the club right now: people whose beliefs are moderate to names- I would call them fascist. To limit free speech an
al minority on campus, have never been vocally active in conservative, and people who believe in the Republican freedom for intellectual expression is one of the corner
he way that their Democratic, Green, socialist and and ideology (but don't necessarily support Bush). Both are stones of fascist ideology."
narchist counterparts have been, until this year when, welcome." He adds that his goals for the club are to open
Adam Langley, co-President of the Bard Democrats
unior Alex Weinstein created the Bard Republicans Club.
up a forum for political debate, and "remove the stigma was surprisingly a defender of the Republicans club. Ada
When Alex first arrived at Bard he understood that he Bard students attach to Republicans. People tend to see defended the club against attackers because he felt that i
as in the political minority, and attempted to be tactful us as, like, quasi-demonic creatures .... A lot of kids here was "undemocratic and authoritarian to use Bard's libera
bout his political beliefs. 'When we talked about politics, I have Republican values but don't express them because majority to stop people from having a say and voicing thei
!ways said I was 'moderate.' I tried not to talk to people they are afraid of being ostracized by their friends and pro- opinions." He also feels that a Republican Club on campu
bout my beliefs using terms like 'conservative' or fessors."
may strengthen the liberal position. "As a progressive wh
Republican,'" he explained. Nevertheless, his first semesPredictably, the club was a hot topic at the Budget wants to change things, you have to convince people in th
er, Alex claims that he was harassed because of his polit- Forum on September 15. Several hostile objections were outside world-where liberals are not the majority--<:>! you
cal beliefs. He says that his car was vandalized and he
filed, and though none of them were successful, many
viewpoint. With no conservative argument, you have n
....__ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _..,..,pposition so you can't strengthen your own argu
ent." He adds, "I do think that Ideological diversity o
ampus is a good thing. Bard is not representative o
.._.. >° • • • • >° • • • >< •
>° • •>a • • • • >< • • • >< • .._.. >a• > >< • •
t he real world." In response to the vehement objector
o the club, Adam says that while some Republican
ard College is a diverse place: you can hear many
anguages spoken and see several religions practiced.
lubs exist that support various unconventional lifestyles.
curses are offered on foreign cultures, and many of our
tudents have traveled the world and been exposed to diferent and unique customs. Bardians tend to tolerate and
mbrace sexual, cultural, and ethnic diversity. But, to the
hagrin of some and the delight of others, our campus has
!ways been lacking in political diversity.
The only word that could accurately describe the preailing political sentiment at Bard is "liberal." Princetor.
eview has us listed as the campus "most nostalgic for
linton" and "Bush-bashing" is a common and popular
ctivity. Last year, the Bard Democrats Club was estabished, and students frequently participate in protests
gains! the policies of the current Republican administra-
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A little more than a week after the
CBS-produced news show 60 Minutes
aired documents which apparently
demonstrated that President Bush disobeyed a direct order while serving in
the National Guard, host Dan Rather
and CBS News have publicly apologized and admitted that the documents
were forgeries.
The show in question first
aired on September 12th. The breaking news was immediately met with
deep suspicion from the conservative
media, especially from right-wing bloggers, who worked to prove the falsity of
the documents.
According to Orcinus, the
blog of Seattle-based freelance journalist David Newart, the memo in
question was an official order that
Bush receive an army physical. Al that
time, the President was serving in the
Texas Air National Gaurd. He did not
obtain the physical, for reasons his
spokesmen have failed to make clear.
As Newart writes, the explanations didn't add up.
While the liberal media was
questioning what such a document
implied about their current commander-in-chief, Republicans went on the
attack, determined to debunk the claim
in time to clear the president's name
for the upcoming election.
A few days after the release
of the documents, Rush Limbaugh
accused CBS News o "coordinating
dirty tricks with the Democratic
National Committee and the Kerry
Campaign."
Numerous elements of the
documents were dubious. For example, Mark Steyns of the Sun-Times,
questioned the limes New Roman font
1lhe memo was composed in, claiming
'·1 wouldn't have been available on a
ypewriter until the 1980's, though the
ocument was supposedly written ten
ears prior.
Additionally, many skeptics
noted that the use of the superscript on
he date July 4th , claiming that this feaure also marks the work of a later
ypewriter model. The company which
manufactured the typewriter, however,
as told media sources that they've
mcluded the superscript feature since
he late 1930's.
The debate continued. By
September 28 ,
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IBy Bonnie Ruberg
_

September 18th President Bush was
making pu blic statements such as,
'What we need to do is people need to
take a look at these documents, figure
out where they came from and let the
truth come out." Still, he made no outright rejections of their validity.
Left-wing bloggers began
posting boastful predictions. "The
questioned documents," wrote Newart,
"will be thoroughly authenticated by
independent analysts examining the
actual copies used by CBS , and the
news network will be vindicated."
But they were wrong . In fact,
it was the right-wing bloggers who had
dragged out the truth.

By September 22nd CBS and
Dan Rather backed off the hot story
and admitted the documents had been
forged. They then issued a public,
seemingly heart-felt apology.
Soon
after,
triumphant
Republicans from across the country
began to call for Rather's resignation.
Blogger Newart, who had so confidently predicted a success for the left put
up a new post, this time labeled
"Ratfucked." "There's a reason I usually shy away from making predictions
in print," it began.
Since when did the voice of
the bloggers grow louder than that of
traditional media outlets like CBS?
Why do bloggers have so much
power? This is the just the latest battle

I
•

in a war that has pitted new media
against old.
Take, for example, the politically-charged site of blogger Andrew
Sullivan.
In a recent update he
explains, "Now the blogosphere has
exploded - the traffic is exponentially
higher, the influence far greater, the
levera ge over news coverage more
powerful. In 2000, I was thrilled to
have 4,000 readers. This year, my
review of one night during the
Republican convention won 100,000
readers in 24 hours." How many traditional news sources can claim that sort
of growth?
In the case of the false documents, new media did more than
spread the word among pre-existing
bloggers and right-wingers; by diligently examining the documents, the blogosphre (as the blog world is commonly called) created a story by itself.
Eventually, the popular interest in the
story forced traditional media to cover
it.
Yet their reaction has come,
perhaps, too late. Since Wednesday
the 22nd, The New York limes has run
articles on the issue, but many, particularly those in the right-center blogging
community, feel that the paper allowed
an unnecessary amount of time to
pass before covering the story.
On the other end of the spectrum, biogs can be, and are, updated
constantly. Numerous elaborate posts
in a day are not unusual for some of
the key sites involved, like the right
wing instapundit.com. Readers with
that option seem more and more to be
trusting instantaneous information over
the face of a well-respected anchorman or a time-tested name on a page.
In this case, the new media
has not led them astray. It is the traditional venues, like CBS and The New
York limes, which have offered faulty
or delayed information.
Issues like that of the president's actual military record seem to
have taken a backseat to this emerging
battle. "This time the war is between
new media and old," wrote Sullivan
even before the documents were substantiated as false. "It is the subtext of
the 2004 presidential campaign and
has already begun to shape the
American Presidential race."

~aybe_ racistorfasc1st, suchpeople "donotrepre~en

. he entire party. People have to get above knee-Jer
eactions to the Republican party." Jon, on the othe
and, disagrees: "I think it is a fallacy-albeit, a ve
opular one-that listening to and debating with th
ight Wing will somehow make progressive cause
tronger. The Right's ideological dominance of th
ational media does not make our national discours
tronger, it makes it weaker, more trivia/, more reac
ionary, and more apathetic. The campus discourse i
o different."
Even three or four years ago the presence o
Republican Club on campus would have been almos
nimaginable. Clearly the face of politics at Bard i
hanging. "I think that Bard will always be lettis
ecause small liberal arts colleges usually are. I ca
ee it maybe becoming more moderate in the future
oe Bringham
tmnonam Youn
ut I1 aon·1
don't minK
think it11 w111
will ever be
University," says Adam. Alex also sees Bard becom
ling more politically diverse : "As Bard continues to gai
ore presuge
prestige ;·
," ana
and "as
-as people
peop1e apply
app1y 10
to a 1arger
larger num
more
er of schools," different kinds of students will wind u
t Bard.
Obviously no one can say for sure what the futur
off political activity at Bard will hold, but iiit is clear tha
hanges are afoot. The Republican Club receive
1$250
$250 at the Budget forum and Alex hopes to set up a
ndowmenl
club ~ With !hi
ndowment for the continuation of the club.
thi
lub in the school for what appears to be the long ter
nd the Democrats remaining as active as ever, mor
political debate will certainly arise. It is for the student
o decide whether to embrace this debate or resist 11.

Correction: The inimitable John
Weinert suffered a slight of
immense proportions last issue,
when his name was misspelled
as "Jon." The correct spelling is
"John," as in John-John, John
Coltrane, John Rocker, John
Depp and John Appleseed.

news

(By-SOpmaFriedson-Ridenour and Morgan Hills!

Activist and his bad hairdo vouch for the
possible necessity of war.
"The dark ages are
coming," says the
humanitarian cowboy
David Rieff. From the
front lines of major
humanitarian conflicts,
such
as
Bosnia,
Rwanda , Afghanistan ,
and Iraq, he rode in to
Bard last Tuesday on
two alligator boots ,
sporting a hair cut that
made little sense. After
having a discussion
with students from The J
Ghana Project about
development and aid in ·
Africa, he addressed i , . ,.
~
the Bard community in ~
a lecture focusing on , · .(1
broader
issues
of I
humanitarian
action .
Rieff stressed the need
to call things what they
are - "just wars" rather than "humanitari·
an interventions." Rieff attempts to Iranscend politics and their jargon by dealing
with crisis situations from a more realistic
mind set. While seeing room for an utopi·
an point of view, Rieff feels that humanitarianism has to shed its utopianism and
act out of the reality in which crises are
basedin.
This strongly contradicts the
utopian sentiments that people often
times bring to humanitarian causes, which

t

he feels are, at best,
limited in their efficacy.
In his book A Bed for the
Night: Humanitarianism
in Crisis, he writes:
"independent humanitarianism does many
things well and some
things badly, but the
things that it Is now
being called upon to do,
such as helping to
advance the cause of
human rights, contributing to stopping wars,
and furthering social
justice, are beyond its
competence, however
much one might wish it
otherwise."
The issue of war, often
the subject of intense
debate within the Bard
community, was a central
part of Rieff's lecture. He outlined his
belief that there are times when war is a
necessary action to end a conflict or crisis
situation. Of course, he says that war is a
last resort, but "just war" must be a viable
option. Since Rieff's lecture was not as
compelling as his book, to understand the
complexities-both of crises and their
humanitarian responses-and the harsh
realities involved with engagement, it is
recommended that you read his book in
full.

Athiests squirm as Democrats and Republicans
!By Jackie Moss I
join forces "under God."
This past week, the House of
Representatives passed a bill that would
prevent federal judges from striking the
phrase "under God" from the text of the
Pledge of Allegiance by a vote of 24 7 to
173.

The bill passed the House with
Democrats
joining
the
213
Republicans in supporting the bill. Why
did so many Democrats sign onto the bill?
Many of the Democrats who supported
the bill are up for re-election in traditional....,.,,..
ly conservative
districts.
Republican
Representative
Todd Akin of
Missouri , who
was one of the
co-authors
of
the bill, was
quoted by The
New York Times
as saying, "The
simple question
is whether or not
school kids are
going to say the
Pledge
of
Allegiance the
way we have
said it for the last
50 years."
T h ·e
problem
th~ 1_ _ _ __
l_,_
... ,_.
_ ..._
y-··-·~"l
y-z·_ __
legal and is,
const1__
__
_ _ _..__ _ _ _ _..._..._
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tutional re-percussions of such legislation
is not a simple matter. The bill probably
will not be taken up by the Senate before
it recesses, but if the bill survives the
recess and is passed by the Senate and
then signed into law by the President, it
will have devastating effects upon the
constitutional powers of the judiciary, and
consequently upon any cases considered
- - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . by any branch of the federal court system.
Majority Whip Tom Delay of
Texas described the bill to reporters as a
measure to curb the powers of "runaway
judges." Republican Representative
I ' \A 1 1 • • \ ' ' I ' 11 I \, 4 ' - 11 11 ' 'z 1
I Steve Chabot of Ohio was quoted by the
Times as saying, ''we can't let rogue
judges redefine our history."
Supporters of the bill said, as the
Times outlined the bill and the reasoning
behind it, "the nation was founded on the
principle of a belief and reliance on God
I'
I H ¥ • '). I ( ' t ' ' , I
nl as expressed in the Declaration of
Independence and other important early
Ethan Porter ]
American documents and speeches."

»'

However, the phrase "under
God" was not in the original text of the
Pledge of Allegiance. The phrase "under
God" was only added in 1954 because
congressional leaders thought that our
pledge was uncomfortably similar to that
of the Soviet Union and so added it in
order to distinguish our pledge from that
of communist Russia .
Opposing Democrats expressed
their support to the phrase "under God"
being included in the Pledge, but main-

---·UH•- _l
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tained that the "cou rt stripping" effect of
the bill would deny judicial protection to
those who might seek to challenge the
pledge for their own religious reasons.
The Times quoted Democratic
Representative Melvin Watt of North
Carolina as stating, "there are some citizens in this country who don't necessarily
believe in God or who believe that having
to profess it publicly is idolatry" and that
"we have an obligation to protect thei
rights a/so. They are citizens of this country."
The supporters of the bill maintain that citizen's rights to challenge the
pledge for their own religious reasonsprotected under the First Amendmentsaid that atheists and others will still have
the right not to recite the pledge; they just
won't have the right to impose their view
on the majority.

IBY

he Observer tries valiantly to cover every possible story, yet considering the vastness of the news landscape and the obvious limitaions of our resources, we inevitably tail to meet our goal. Dear reader, do not despair! As in we have done in the past, we try to atone
or our many sins by presenting a set of pertinent and perky web links.
http://www.guardian.co. uk/international/story/O,, 1312484,00.html
Prescott Bush, W.'s granddaddy, directly profited from the Nazi war machine: The Guardian has finally proven this long-running
rumor to be true. Completely devastating , but likely to be ignored by many. The next time you call a Republican a Nazi, have the
acts to back it up.
http://msnbc.msn.com/id/6073449/site/newsweek/
The now discredited "60 Minutes" report on Bush's National Guard service was aired in lieu of another story that might have been
ore substantively damaging to the White House. The story examined the now almost forgotten charge that Bush levied at Iraq during his State of the Union in the run-up to war-that Hussein had tried to purchase enriched uranium from Niger in the hope of con·
erting it into nuclear weapons. The documents which Bush based on his accusation on have since been proven to be forgeries, yet
he U.S. government has led no real investigation into the origins of the forgeries.
ttp://www.suntimes.com/output/novak/cst-edt-novak20.html
Republican apparatchik Robert Novak divulges the ugly secret that is now simmering deep inside the belly of the White House: that if
e is reelected, President Bush will begin to immediately withdraw from Iraq. All election-year rhetoric to the contrary, says the article,
he Administration understands that America's mission is futile, and the weighty dreams of neoconservative foreign policy are just
reams, with too much weight and too little chance of ever bearing fruit.
http://abcnews.go.com/wire/World/ap20040923_908.html
Former Soviet Premier Mikhail Gorbachev condemned the invasion of Iraq this past week, declaring that it ''undermin[ed] internation1 law and undermin[ed] democracy because millions of people spoke out against it." Although Gorbachev did not deny that there
ould be instances when a gathering terrorist threat should be met with pre-emptive action Independent of the United Nations, he
rgued that combating the root causes of terrorism-namely poverty-is a far more effective technique.
September 28 ,
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Student Resources Grouo Formed to Ensure
IBy Laura Bomyea I
Safetv,, at Part'1es an d onu ·C_amous
Laura becomes an agent of The Man.
Standing in Leon Botstein's kitchen Saturday afternoon, waiting for a German
Public Television Crew to fin ish interviewing the President, I wondered how on earth I
could have possibly gotten myself into such a situation . Granted, it wasn 't a bad situation
to be in. I stood with a radio in one hand and a cell phone in the other. When the interview concluded. I stepped forward and introduced myself as their tour gu ide for the afternoon ...

®

Back in August, I ended up in Ken Cooper's offi ce, fo r some reason or another.
I strained to hear him over the blasting AC while he told me his latest plan. A few years
ago, some students started a group ca lled Party Patrol. It had since become inactive.
With the closing of the Old Gym and increasing concern about the need for a Security
presence at parties, Ken Coope r was hoping to breathe new life into the Party Patrol. Or,
rather, he was hoping I would do so.
Along with Party Patrol, there was a serious concern about the lack of
Emergency Drivers. They were down to one driver, who was essentially on call 24n. Bike
Patrol also needed reorganization . The PAC staff was also beginning to try to remedy
their parking and traffic problems by hiring students to direct traffic in the parking lots.
Finally, Cooper was becoming increasingly troubled by the traffic problems on campus.
Drivers speeding through campus put students on foot and on bicycles in jeopardy. Cars
were being parked Illegally, blocking mail trucks at the Campus Center and fire lanes
around many buildings as well as access to roads and driveways. The increasing call for
Security services was putting a strain on the already short-staffed Office of Safety and
Security.
Our meeting gave birth to the new Bard College Student Resources Group
(SAG)- an umbrella organization that seeks to organize and mobilize students in the
Party Patrol, Bike Patrol , Foot Patrol and Emergency Drivers, as well as to gather and
train students to help with PAC events, other special Bard events, parking issues and
Commencement. Before I knew it, the self-proclaimed "king" of Bard named me the
Director of the group, and sent me home with a Powerbar and a manual to proofread .
Over the summer, I had directed traffic for the Bard Summerscape events.
Mostly, I tried to keep cars from parking where they weren 't supposed to, from hitting other
cars, or structures, or me , and attempted to stand my ground while concert-goers berated me for not letting them park in the VIP lots , for not waving my light-saberesque flashlight vigorously enough or for being alive and happy while they were so clearly upset by
the lack of parking or signs in New York State. As much as I would have loved to, I couldn't relabel the entire New York State Thruway or build an additional six or seven parking
lots, and thus I was a terrible employee. It wasn 't all bad , I guess. One guy helped me
move a traffic barrier. Another man complimented me, saying that the next night I could
land a jumbo jet. But yet another greeted me by remarking that I must have been training for my future career. So it was a mixed bag, really.
I knew convincing several other students to park cars for these concerts would
be difficult, sort of like that project in the sixth grade where we had to write an ad fo r avocados, but afte r trying an avocado we rea lized how disgusting plain raw avocados were.
So I had to work with the positive things. Avocados are pretty good on a sandwich. When
you do parking at the PAC, you get a walky-talky and a neon orange vest. Guacamole

isn't so bad . The supervisor of student employees at the PAC, Nancy Cook, was a really nice lady. Avocado is a splendid word. The PAC Security guard is a guy named Ray
and he's pretty funny, although a bit inappropriate at times. Eventually, I convinced five
of my friends to do parking for a show recently. I had convinced them all to apply for positions with the Student Resources Group, which they did. They had a riot. They loved it.
But then, some people like avocados.
Next, we had to revive Party Patrol. Party Patrol, though it sounds a little bit
dorky, is actually a really great idea. Seriously. Here's why:
1) You know how sometimes you call Security because you 're locked out of your
room , dripping wet, wrapped in a towel and cursing the world (or your roommate) and it
takes them a while to get there because there's a party going on somewhere and so they
have to be there to make sure nothing bad happens? Well, Party Patrol puts students
wifh radios (a direct connection to Security) and flashlights in the middle of parties so
Security guards don't have to be there.
2) Recent court cases have held hosts of parties accountable for the actions or
damages caused by those that were served (!lcohol at a party, even if those damages
occurred after an intoxicated person left a party. Not only does this create liability issues
for the college, but it means that Party Hosts can be held responsible. Also, if something
gets broken at a party, like a window or some furniture, and the person that broke the thing
is not caught, the Party Host will be billed for the cost of repairs.
3) There are lots of other safety concerns. Party Patrol is responsible for checking the perimeter of the party (i.e., the bushes, parking lots and dark and shadowy areas)
to make sure that no one is in need of medical or other assistance. If someone has
passed out in the bushes, Party Patrol calls Bard EMS . If a group of Red Hook high
school students or (and this has happened before) old men looking to pick up drunk college girls infiltrate the party, Party Patrol will be there to keep them away from the party.
This is a rural campus- we just want to make sure you get home safely.
So far, Party Patrol has been present at two campus parties, both of which were
very successful and neither of which were ended early because things got out of hand.
Although many people cast strange looks in our direction , we hope they realize that we're
there to keep them safe and to help make sure the party is enjoyable enough for the students and under control enough for the administration. The more successful parties people throw on campus, the more willing the administration will likely be when people want
to throw others. If we can do our jobs to ensure that parties are successful, then everyone wins, right? Right.
So far the Student Resources Group has gotten off to a great start. Groups of
students have worked at parties, directed traffic for PAC concerts, cleaned out the future
SAG office and, as I was asked to do Saturday afternoon, gave a tour to a Germ an film
crew. Walking away from Leon's house, barefoot and smiling, I realized that this too will
be a really great thing .
If you're interested in getting involved with the SAG , drop me a line, send me a
letter, ca ll me in my room, stop me in Kline. I'm usually near the windows, making a toasted hard roll. Yum.

The "Other" War: Afghanistan Moves Towards
IBY Je remy Low I
Elections
Elections and warlords, a standard recipe for success

Just under two weeks
after a rocket attack on
Afghan
Transitional
Administration
Chairman
Hamid
Karzai, the interim
chairman of Afghan
politics made a trip to
the most impoverished
,portion of his war-torn
country on Sunday to
kick off a series of
-L! reconstruction
projects. Karzai said during the opening of a
road in the northern
province
of
Shiberghan that he
was, "really happy to
be launching another
reconstruct ion project."
Karzai has come under
scrutiny for not launch~---------------------...11 i ng enough of these
orts of projects, despite aid from the U.S. and the recent push to complete roads and
other needed infrastructure in northern Afghanistan where aid workers are' desperately
rying to get food and supplies to the rural population.
Just as the election season has been heating up between Karzai and his 17 challengers. the UN reported this month that 37% of the country is in danger of malnutrition
(formerly the number was roughly hall this) . The UN mission to Afghanistan recently said
hat the country would need more than 570 million dollars for relief efforts during one of
he worst droughts that the country has seen In recent memory. Karzai's reconstruction
!Plans have attempted to alleviate the country's problems in terms of social services, building roads so that aid workers from the UN and various countries around the world can
eliver the needed supplies before the winter sets in.
In a separate development, only a week ago at the Economic Cooperation
September 28 ,

Organization (ECO) , many Asian leaders voted in support of a fund that would help to
ensure the continuing reconstruction of Afghanistan , though so far only Pakistan has actually pledged money to the fund. Speaking on behalf of the ECO, Askhad Orazbae said,
"it is very important to demonstrate our solidarity with the Afghan people and to show our
readiness to provide concrete support for Afghanistan's reconstruction ." In addition, the
crucial issue of trade through Afghanistan was broached when the leaders of Iran and
Tajikistan announced plans for a road which would stretch from Iran to Tajikistan via a
northern route through Afghanistan. In addition to furthering Iran's efforts to extend its
trade influence into Central Asia and Tajikistan's need for expanded trade routes in the
region, the highway would allow Afghanistan's impoverished northern region access to
much needed trade routes and help aid workers distribute food and medical supplies in
the area.
The election has made the international community and Afghan leaders step up
their effort to present the world with a picture of an Afghanistan which, although currently
unstable, is working toward the eventual empowerment of all its people. The debate has
generally focused on efforts to stabilize the country and strip its warlords of their power
over regional populations. The Karzai administration has taken many risks in the past
month in its struggle to unseat many of those same regional warlords which gained posts
in the government based on their commanding power base just after the US-led war in

2001.
Flying in the face of Ismail Khan's self-proclaimed fiefdom in the western city of
Herat, chairman Karzai officially removed one of the nation's most powerful warlord from
his former position by appointing him as minister of mines and industry. Not 24 hours
later, Khan's supporters set parts of the city ablaze, burning offices of international groups
including the United Nations. Karzai's level of international support has grown since the
incident, which is seen by many groups as an example of the government's increasingly
strict policies of reining in rogue officials in the outlying territories.
The election is approaching and Karzai is widely expected to win; after talk of
pushing it back until the beginning of the year, officials both here and in Afghanistan have
·set the date for Oct. 9. Although much speculation has circulated about the reasons for
holding the election now, most would agree that the Bush administration has been pressuring the interim government to go to the polls because any more setbacks would taint
Bush's foreign policy record, where many within the administration would like to paint
Afghanistan as a successful implementation of the administration's "war on terrorism."
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Hooking up for fun might not be the way best to go at Bard. Since the beginning of this
school year, the number of students diagnosed as first-time genital herpes cases by
Health Services has already equaled the number of diagnoses usually made in an entire
year. And September is not even over yet. The ladies at Health Services have a message
for all of us: "Practice safer sex and use lubrication to prevent chafing [Definitions: 1. Heat;
rage, passion, fury 2. Rubbing, fretting, friction]- lubrication can help prevent germs from
entering skin and from skin-breakage."
Herpes is not very attractive; herpes manifests as a single or multiple fluid-filled
blisters that appear on the skin, especially around the genitals or
mouth. They usually rupture leaving painful, shallow ulcers. They
go away in around 12 days. Some people report a tingling or itching sensation In the area they are infected a few days prior to an
OUTBREAK.
How do we get it? Through contact- touching
(hand/genital, genital/genital, genital/mouth or mouth/mouth) an
infected person's lesions can transmit the virus. Sex is not necessary and there do not have to be lesions present to transmit
the infection. Kissing or oral sex can transmit the virus. Barrier
methods, such as condoms or dental dams, are only partially
effective. It seems like if you don't want to keep adding names to
the list you must practice the safer sex philosophy. Reminder:
There is NO cure for herpes. Herpes Is the most common STI at
Bard; more than 45 million Americans have gotten herpes
through sexual contact. Millions do not know they have it because
they never had, or noticed, the symptoms.
At Bard there is a diversity in sexual creatures; some
"'1
never get laid, some get laid a lot with the same person, some get 1·
laid a lot with lots of strangers, and the fashionable ones gets laid
every once in a while with a lonely face.
Genital Warts is also frequent in Bard's population.
,
"
Estimates are that 33% of sexually active teens and young adults f,
have this virus. Warts develop around six weeks to six months ~·
after infection. But it may take longer. Warts look fresh-colored,t
are soft to the touch, and resemble miniature cauliflower florets.
.
Usually they grow in more than one place and many cluster in
YOU(
large masses. Checking yourself is not the best way to find out if
you are infected. Not all bumps are warts, so if you are unclear
'
make an appointme~t to see .the ladles at Health Services. "!"he
only safe way to avoid warts 1s abstinence. Note: Stop smoking.
Smokers may be more likely to develop genital warts than nonsmokers. They are also more likely to have warts recur.
These two infections are the two most prominent at Bard, STls like HIV/AIDS,
Syphilis, Gonorrhea, Molluscum Contagiosum, also appear on Bard's catalogue.

t

our fears and to look for solutions. Don't rush when looking for the one, because at the
end it means more pleasure and satisfaction. If you stop spending all your energy 1n getting drunk and going to parties in order to find love you will probably realize that there is
someone out there that wants you because of the things you say. Getting to know your
partner might affect how much time you spend with that person, it might keep you from
contracting an STI, it might make you happier, and it you might increase your chances of
having a fantastic (firework-like) orgasm . During the act of sex, If something goes wrong ,
talk about it.
Remember that kissing and cuddling can be more intimate
since these two actions give you a chance to talk. What is it that
we want out of relationships? Do you really want to have sex or to
be with someone? We are extremely complex creatures and it is
hard to understand and process all the information that we receive
and possess. Take somebody back to your room and instead of
just having random sex talk to him or her and find out why they
are there with you, that answer might satisfy you even more.

The Unfairness of Gender
Because of women's biological natute, they are more likely to
get an infection than men. The vagina is like an incubator where
bacteria grows. A woman's risk of acquiring gonorrhea from a single
act of intercourse may be as high as 60 to 90 percent, while transmission of gonorrhea from a woman to a man is about 20 to 30 percent. Women account for about half of all sexually transmitted infeclions that occur each year. They suffer more frequent and severe
long-term consequences than men. Each year, more than 1 million
women expenence episodes of acute pelvic inflammatory disease
(PID), most often as a consequence of an untreated or inadequately treated case of STI. A single episode of PID can permanently
damage the fallopian tubes. Such damag~ is even more common
~ following a second or third episode of PID. It is the only cause of
; infertility that is preventable, accounting for as many as 30 percent
of infertility cases In women.
S 00 I
Not all men are aware that women have a higher risk of STls, and
that they suffer worse consequences, which can make them insensitive and careless. Because of this unfairness, males must be
extra careful when you engage in ~ risky s~xual relationship. You
should let your partner know the nsk of being a female and how
they can help to make it better.
If you are a woman, a teen, a minority, or a homosexual you have a higher risk
of acquiring a STI. If you fall in any of these categories just take better care of yourself. If
you don't belong to these categories you are also likely to contract an STI so at the end
it does not matter. What matters at the end is self-respect, better communication, safe and
good sex, and the suffocating but good feeling of love.

gen/ 8
e
these report to Health
Services immediately

- - - - - - - - The Stupid Mute
In order to have a good time and not regret our youthful passionate lust, we had
better start communicating. Sexual Transmitted Infections are not friendly and not fun. If
you are insecure or have a concern about your health, do not risk someone's health
because of your desperate desire for flesh. If you care for your partner, be patient, get
tested, relieve your anxiety and get on with your sexual life. We are all old enough to face

Bard Students Gear Up for Elections
By befriending old women in Missouri

IBy Rebecca Giusti )

Almost everyone reading this has probably been accosted in Klein over the past week and asked to go to Pennsylvania and campaign for Kerry in October, but there are a number
of other things an energetic Bardian can do to get Bush out of the white house without leaving the comfort of the Hudson Valley.
For those of you who are really energized about John Kerry, the Red Hook Democrats are planning to knock on every door in Red Hook by November 2. Obviously, this will
require a lot of people with a lot of energy and enthusiasm . Those who sign up will go in groups of three (one driver and two walkers) for a couple of hours on an evening or weekend and talk to voters about to wonders of John Kerry. The Red Hook Democrats will provide canvassers with a list of houses to go to and some literature on John Kerry. This 1s a
great opportunity to interact with our neighbors and tell them about some of the issues that are facing Americans today. If nothing else , it is a great opportunity to impersonate
Jehovah's Witnesses. If you are interested, e-mail the co-president of the Bard Democrats, Ethan Porter at ep181@bard.edu.
If you don't want to leave campus, last weekend Adam Langley, the other co-president of the Bard Democrats, headed up Democracy on the Quad. This program is geared
toward busy college students with cell phones and will take place at Bard every weekend until the election. Using free weekend minutes that come with most cell phone calling plans.
students call registered Independent voters in swing states and ask them how they are most likely to vote in the election. This Saturday, I took about an hour out of my day to call
some 50 elderly women in Missouri. While I normally despise calling people I don't know and asking them somewhat personal questions, I found this to be a worthwhile experience.
Most people I called weren't even home and about half the people I reached didn't want to talk to me anyway. This made the whole thing go rather quickly. The few people who were
actually willing to answer my questions were generally nice 90-year-old women with names like Elsie or Minnie. It reminded me of talking to my grandma, although sometimes it was
frustrating listening to a person go on for ten minutes about how messed up Medicare Is and then hearing her say that she is voting for Bush. Nevertheless, I had a good time and
plan to do It again next weekend. If you are interested in getting involved next weekend, or anytime in the future, email Adam at al444@bard.edu.
So, whether you are feeling lonely, or bored, or especially excited about John Kerry, take the opportunity to make a difference in the election. In twenty years, you can tell
your kids about how you were involved in making sure George Bush was not a two-term president.

URGENT MESSAGE: THE BARD OBSERVER IS NOW
ACCEPTING FREE STUDENT ADS. STOP. SIMPLY E-MAIL
OBSERVER@BARD.EDU WITH YOUR AD. STOP. MAKE THE
SUBJECT "STUDENT
AD" OR SOMETHING. STOP.
IF YOU
.
.
DON'T HAVE A co9L GRAPHIC, IT'S OKAY; JUST SEND
TEXT. STOP. PEACE. STOP.
September 28 , 2004
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Tomorrow Comes Todav
-./

· sky Captain and the World of Tomorrow· 1s an odd blend
of futuristic and retro imagery that somehow works For
this unique visual style alone 1t deseNes to be commended In the first twenty minutes of the film we seem to be
in a pulp forties film no1r, a style that the film makes use
of throughout, blending it occasionally with robots and
images of a mechanized future.
Before long, however, we realize that the year is
1939, and several scientists who were active in mysterious experiments during World War I are disappearing
When intrepid female reporter Polly Perkins (Gweneth
Paltrow) gets a tip from a source, she meets him at a
screening of "The Wizard of Oz • The source only has
time to hand Polly a package, before robots invade New
York City, an evacuation is ordered and Polly 1s almost
killed. She is rescued by her ex-lover, the famous aviator
Joe "Sky Captain· Sullivan (Jude Law). The pair team up
to learn the origins of these attacks (and save his trusty
sidekick Dex, played by Giovanni R1bis1) , trading barbs
about their failed romance along the way Their search
takes them to the Himalayas, Shangral-la. and a hidden
island where an arch-villain ("played" by archival footage
of Laurence Olivier) will carry out a plot to destroy the
world, unless he is stopped
"Sky Captain· blends an engaging (though
occasionally preposterous) story with entertaining, likable characters With the exception of Angelina Johe,
whose character, seems to have been added for no par-

t1cular reason, all the actors are enjoyable in their
respective roles They must be They are essentially the
only real things 1n the movie, which was shot entirely
against a blue screen The sepia toned scenery
enhances the retro effect, thought it seems to drown out
some important scenes. One wishes for a more colorful
Shangrai-La, for example
Throughout the fllm numerous references are

(By: FranLanlaa?J

made to The Wizard of Oz, and the stories have many
parallels Perhaps Sky Captain could have taken a cue
from that film and shot some of its scenes m full color,
leaving others with a retro feel
Not everyone will like "Sky Captain ," but hopefully 1t will be successful enough for Hollywood to give us
a few further adventures of Sky Captain and Polly
Perkins

,Jovovich: Too Hot To Be Evil

m

Milla Jovovich 1s hot That needs to be said, first and
foremost. And m "Resident Evil : Apocalypse· you get to
see her nipples True, she's recently emerged from a
coma and 1s sprouting tubes and wires like an over-zealous Chnstmas tree. but there's nipple all the same
And, true as well , you also get to see the
undead purple nipples of two naked prostitute zombies,
but heck, that's part of the fun
All mpples aside, this movie is hilariously awful.
The first Resident Evil flick. loosely based on the generally top-notch senes of videogames, runs on the premise
that an underground lab facility called the "hive· has
become infested with the T-virus. The infection spreads
to workers who in tum become, you guessed it. zombies
Then Allee (Jovovich) and a motley blend of
desperate staff members try and fight their way out of the
hive Of course. only a few survive , but at least Alice 1s
among them Besides , the pretty ones always make it
out altve
At least the first time around, the fine people
behind the scenes were going for a horror movie
Though plagued by bad acting, holographic British children and undead, blood-sucking chches, "Resident Evil"
was scary You couldn't really walk away laughing
·Apocalypse," however, 1s a different story
The movie picks up 1ust as researchers have
decided, against all common sense and reason , to go
back into the hive Once there, the T virus infection
spreads to their delicate blood streams and again ep1dem1c breaks loose Well , duh. This time the movie is
set above ground, in a city completely controlled by the
evil Umbrella Corporation.
Citizens try to get out of town , but soon enough
some anonymously evil member .of the personnel shuts

These are the question at the heart of the new film , "Wimbledon," about two tennis players who fall in love against
the backdrop of the tournament If you are interested in
seeing an insightful film about the nature of human relationships in a competitive setting, don't see this one. Wimbledon poses these questions but never provides any
answers. If you're more 1n the mood for a formulaic, albeit
entertaining romantic comedy, "Wimbledon" may be for
you.
Tennis player Peter Colt (Paul Bettany, in awkward,
stuttering Hugh Grant territory) was once ranked eleventh
m the world, but at the start of the film his status has
dropped to 119. He plans to retire and become a tennis
pro at a country club after his last Wimbledon Meanwhile,
Lizzie (Kirsten Dunst) is a nsing star m the tennis world ,
expected to conquer her first time at Wimbledon Predictably, the two meet in a cute way (Peter 1s mistakenly
given the keys to Lizzie's hotel room, where he walks m
on her m the shower) and are instantly attracted to one
another.
L1zz1e has a history of flings but her
manager/father (Sam Neill) discourages actual relation-

(By: Fran Laniado
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ships, based on the theory that they will distract Llwe
from her game. A charactenst1cally defiant Lizzie embarks
on an affair with Paul , and her game suffers, and Paul 's
game improves so much that he realizes that he may be
able to leave the tennis world with a bang instead of a
whimper.
Both stars are cute and charming in their respective
roles, which is really all that's required of them here. As a
romantic comedy "Wimbledon· doesn 't break new ground
Its best moments are when 1t subtly mocks sports movie
cl1ches even while it indulges 1n them For example. whenever Paul has to make an important shot a voice over
begins to instruct him, and Peter frequently gets into mental arguments with 1t
Ultimately the film fails to convince the viewer that ten nis 1s the most important thing in the world (though 1t clearly is to these characters) This fundamental failing keeps
us from truly 1dent1lying and sympath1zmg with the characters (especially L1we and her father), and hinders "Wimbledon" from being anything more than a funny, entertaining diversion
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down the gates, trapping inside lots of normal people,
along with a brainy science geek in a wheel-chair and his
British-sounding daughter Don 't ask why.
That's when Jill Valentine comes in on the
scene - the gun-wielding babe from the original game,
complete with the 1nexphcable m1n1-skirt and tube top
combo she sported m "Resident Evil 3." True , she can
talk some good shit. But then Alice shows up, shiny and
new with the stunt-double powers to jump over cars and
break through stain glass windows with motorcycles An
explanation? They did experiments on her back m the
labs. Well, isn 't that always the answer?
Yes, eventually there are zombies. Even zombie children. But things get way too ridiculous to be
creepy. Take, for example, the excellent choice on the
part of the small band of survivors to take a quiet stroll
through a grave yard La-d1-dah . Then all those corpses
come flying up through the ground. Let's not even talk
about how the virus could have reached them through
their coffins
There are the other obvious absurdities. All the
bad guys from the Umbrella Corporation have either German and Russian accents - and some even switch half
way into the movie. One grabs a zombie dog and
shouts, "I've got this bitch!" Then, when he shoots the
decaying mutt in the head, he says, "Stay."
There is also the movie's token black man - a
seventies remnant with gold plated pistols and Imes like,
"Give a brother respect • After running over a zombie
with his car he yells, 'GTI, motherfucker. Ten points!"
Now if that isn't art, I don't know what is.
Go in for a laugh or two, maybe even a still-living nipple. But don 't expect much else from this bloodsucker of a movie.

Wimbledon's Got No Game
Can an athlete fall in love and still maintain the competitive edge necessary to wm? Does a loved one m the
stands cheering him on help or hinder his performance?

(By:Bonnie Ruberg
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Bard x/y: Coed AlternatiYe Gaming
An Interview with

Cl~b President Scott Siegel

What is Bard x/y?
Bard x/y is Bard's new videogame club .
What do you do?
We hold weekly meetings where members and anyone
on campus can play videogames. We also hope to hold
tournaments throughout the semester.
Is your club only for scary, obsessive gamers?
No. not at all . The idea in making the club was to appeal
to a more casual gaming crowd This campus doesn't
have that many "hard-core" gamers.
Why did you start Bard xfy?
There was a videogame club last year which fizzled out
in the first semester. I was pretty unhappy with the club.
I saw a community in gaming on campus which wasn't
really getting nourished like others on campus. I wanted
to help out.
You advertise yourself as a club for coed gaming,
but only four girls came to your last meeting. When
are you going to deliver?
Well, I can't exactly deliver girls. The club is only as coed
as the girl gamers make it. I don't believe there are only
four girt gamers on campus, but I think they might be
more afraid to come to meetings because there such a
masculine feeling attached to videogames. But the only
way to dissolve that is to get more girls to come.

(By: Bonnie Ruberg

How do you feel about the gaming community on
campus?
It goes back and forth. Sometimes I feel like I'm surrounded by a lot of people with interests in Vldeogames.
Other limes I feel like videogames are sort of shunned on
campus. I've been surprised to find that there is a community though. And that's encouraging.
What's the coolest thing you've got planned?
Probably the Dance Dance Party, which is this huge idea
to do a campus-wide DOR event We'd use the DOR
music to fuel a social event. Gamers and newcomers
can line up to play. It would synthesize standard Bard
activities and gamer fun.
What the hell is DOR?
DOR is "Dance Dance Revolution ." It's a musical
videogame you play by using a dance pad with your feet.
Arrows scroll on the screen to the beat of the music. "'
Then you hit the corresponding buttons. You end up
dancing to the music.
What If I suck at DOR, can I still play?
Of course. Videogame club is not 1ust for people who are
good. Everyone sucks at DOR when they start.
Videogames are the tools of the devil, and promote
mindless violence. What do you say to that?
I say, die. Die slowly.
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Are Mario and Luigi engaged in a homosexual relationship? I mean, I know they're brothers and stuff,
but which one do you think is the bitch?
Clearly Luigi is the bitch . Unless, maybe, when they get
into the dungeons late at night, things switch around.
Then it's master Luigi.

Mario+ Luigi+ Chains=?

Dracula Brings the Fangs and the Bangs
IBy: Pam Wess I

While standing on line for the Belasco Theatre bathroom ,
home of the new Broadway musical "Dracula," I said to my
sister, "You know, it has been six long weeks since I had
seen a Broadway show, so why not come back with a
bang? Or, should I say, a fang?" I apologize for that, it is
just I had the recent Broadway vampire musical "Dance of
the Vampires" fresh on my mind, so I had concluded that
any musical with vampires would, indulge me for a
moment. suck.
After pissing , I went to my twenty-five dollar front
and center student rush seat. The show started with the
sound of something infantile and feminine going "ahhh ."
Of course it was just a synthesizer. Usually a synthesizer
is a bad sign. A worse sign is when the opening scene
shows a coach driver disappearing via strings through a
ceiling
Jonathan Harker (Darren Ritchie) arrives at the
residence of the Transylvanian count (Tom Hewitt) for
some unspecified reason . ln the middle of the night. John
gets lost in the castle and decides it would be most logical
to sleep in the room which contains the castle 's supply of
coffins. The coffins in the room happen to contain hot vampire chicks (Celina Carvajal, Pamela Jordan, Jennifer
Foote) who attempt to eat John until Dracula enters and
says, "This one is for me," and the hot vampire chicks get
stuck with a live baby.
The scariest part of the production thus far would
be that Tom Hewitt, most famous for his Tony nominated
take on Frank-n-Furter, is wearing an ugly mask and ugly
wig designed to make him look ugly. The show is
redeemed after he drinks John's blood and magically
becomes incredibly sexy. Then Dracula and his gang of
vampires decide to wreak havoc on sexually repressed
Victorian people.
Among said Victorians are Lucy (Kelli O'Hara)

kl
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Metal Kicks Your Ass
I know you I know what you're thinking. I know what you
think about metal. You think it's totally rad, in your studded
belt and faded, ironic t-shirt. You think nothmg's cooler
than striking a metal pose, sticking your tongue out, and
throwing the horns. Right? When some hairy, thin , slouching rocker takes a moment from his pathetic spasming to
start shredding , you will bounce your leg up and down and
wiggle your fingers in the air. Right?
Right Let's face facts : metal is every hipster's
newest infatuation. It's just uncool and weird enough that,
like, say, the dirty south hip-hop of about 6 months ago,
your average indie kid is absolutely thrilled to gush endlessly on their online journal about just how cool it actually
1s - how much cooler they are than the indie rock mainstream - and if they've got a little disposable income (and
what liberal arts college hipster worth his salt doesn't?),
maybe they'll pick themselves up a couple vintage Maiden
shirts or even one of those totally rad flying V's. You know
the kind . The one with the lightning painted on . How fucking metal.
I am not overly concerned. The prospect of a
legion of - to put it kindly - unimposing scenesters sucking
each other's dicks over just how brutal At the Gates is, or,
if they've really done your homework, breathlessly recounting the totally insane shit that went down when this one
guy totally stabbed this other guy like, 20 times, does not
make me too afraid for my precious subculture. The fact of
the matter is that there are metalheads, and then there is

-

and Mina (understugy Elizabeth Loyacano), John 's
fiancee . Lucy herself gets hitched up with Authur Holmwood (Chris Hoch), a plain fellow who will not tuck her.
Lucy, therefore, has no other option but to invite Dracula
into her home and let him eat her. Then some other stuff
happens. Dracula is really looking to eat Mina, Van Helsing (Stephan McKinley Henderson) comes to save the day,
and everything leads to a not so dramatic conclusion.
Perhaps one has noticed that I use the term · ear
instead of "suck the blood." Well , the production is very
sexually charged, and that is always encouraged . Everyone in the cast Is aware of this sexuality either shown by
the ladies making orgasmic "ohhhs" when they are bitten,

or by any face Hewitt makes. Seriously, it is as if each face
was designed to make me feel the need to be eaten .
Hewitt is also a spitter. There was one point where he was
front and center with bloodied fangs. His red spit missed
me, but that does not mean I did not leave the theatre wet.
Anyway, the three leads, O'Hara, Loyacano, and
Hewitt are excellent and seem to embody a real understanding of the book. Rensfield (Don Stephenson) was
also quite good, but I could not tell if the supporting cast
was playing roles which could not be acted well or if they
were just could not act. Props go to the hot vampire
chicks. They were very hot. There was also a superfluous
child actor who looked terrified for all the wrong reasons.
On a random note, the female ensemble played male
sailors whe gave the appearance of Epcot robots . Rather
chilling.
Tom Hewitt is not'11ie 'only thing
eye. The whole production is actually very aesthetically
pleasing. One would think that a show with an abundance
of flying would be corny, but it was incredibly nifty. Apparently there was also one point where Dracula pulled Lucy's
dress off with his eyes. My seats were too shitty to see
that one, but the special effects were awesome. The songs
by Frank Wildhorn , however, were forgettable, and the
book by Don Black and Christopher Hampton seemed
underdeveloped. The show also would have benefited
from more homo-eroticism .
Initially I thought it would be below me to like this
show, but it turned out to be pretty fun. One cannot
assume that completely humorless productions written by
the guy who wrote "Jekyll and Hyde" the musical with a
bunch of flying in it are going to bad. So no, "Dracula" did
not bite, but 1 certainly would not have minded if it did bite
... me.

IBy: Zach Smith I

everyone else. No amount of studded leather is going to
make anyone take you , for a second, as anything other
than the kind of kid who will put a 'brutal' record on, grimace, grin, and bang your head cartoonishly only as long
as there's someone else in the room to see you doing it.
All this by way of overlong explanation. in truth,
when confronted with an album such as Norwegian black
metal godfathers Emperor's first LP, "In the Nightside
Eclipse ," the sheer quality of the work is enough that any
insecurities about "trueness• or legitimacy become moot.
This is, perhaps, one of the 5 greatest black metal albums
ever recorded.
I'll slow down . The above qualification probably
means nothing to the vast majority of you, much as I would
probably not be very interested if some Polski companion
started outlining, in detail, his definitive top-ten list of the
greatest Polka artists of all time (though I suspect now it's
only a matter of time before disgustingly effusive livejournals everywhere start doing just that; when the Polkacore
craze hits, don't say I didn 't warn you). The truth : Emperor
matters because indie rock sucks.
Perhaps those jump-ship hipsters know this: indie
rock is a joke. It's effete and boring . It does nothing; at best
it is pleasantly inoffensive, and at worst it is offensive - but
only because it's unpleasant. You want me to rock out to
Franz Ferdinand? You want me to rock out to Pavement?
Do you think the sloppy, amateurish "sincerity" of some
spazzy Les Savy Fav is anything other than grating and

embarrassingly disingenuous? But I digress I shouldn't
get worked up, because I don't really care. The fact is.
black metal 's (to pick for a moment a specific subgenre)
appeal stems not from crazy, shocking superficialities, but
from the fact that at its best it is more noble, skillfully composed and played, and affecting than the competition . It
rocks harder - and most damningly, to the hipster set, it
lacks the smirking irony that cooler music absolutely stinks
of.
"N1ghtside" is black metal at its best. It is
unashamedly epic, inarguably sophisticated , and utterly
brutal , in every good sense of the word. When this came
out in 1994 it cemented Emperor's position as the absolute
height of the scene, and as it stands now they are still the
greatest black metal band ever to exist. Every note is
struck through with a maturity of style that reminds the lis
tener more of J.S Bach than of Cannibal Corpse. Album
highlight · 1Am The Black Wizards" perhaps encapsulate
what makes Emperor great better than any other song,
though of the songs on this album it is certainly first amon
equals; there's not a bad track on it.
The production is uninviting, the music caco
phanous, the vocals unintelligble and shrieking - and 1
someone catches you listening to it, you run the risk of th
adulation of all those indie kids with severe inferiority com
plexes. Nevertheless. in the shadow cast by the Nightsid
Eclipse, pop music as it exists for most other peopl
seems a small and petty thing.
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This is a Protest Song?
'-'

19y: Henry Casey
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Five weeks and one day from today, the next presidential album, while being aurally pleasuring, are really quite
election will begin. This is all we really know for sure hollow for music you'd put on a "protest album." They're
right now, so many are taking to the streets to get the "nice· tracks, yes. But in all honesty, I skipped over them
people energized. Some of us don't want to be robbed to listen to the three decent tracks on the album .
again come November. These activists range from your
The good tracks on the album were surprisingly
fellow students in the Bard Democrats to the artists on from the usually least active or known members of the
your headphones Since we all go to Bard, and I don't label. Pulling double duty is DJ paWL of Hangar 18, prothink this is much of a swing state, the only vote I'm going ducing The Hangar's newest track "Rumors of War" and
to try and convince you to make is which artist to support a remix of the Lil classic "Home of the Brave." Lil's track
and keep in your stereo. With this review I'm going to
give a close inspection of the new collabo "Who's America?" made by URS Magazine, System Recordings and
Definitive Jux.
When I found out that Def Jux, the former Holy
Empire of lndie Hip Hop was helping to produce a polit-"
. ..
ically minded (IE anti-Bush) CD, to say I was interestedr~),1J'}J
would be an understatement. In my mind, I had the~~
whole album planned out: the song "Everything Must
Go!" that I heard El-P perform at Irving Plaza ; Aesop
Rock could finally put together a coherent track with a
single message; RJD2 could return to actual "hip hop•
and provide Blueprint with a beat to beat Bush with ; and
Mr. Lil could update one of his many tracks that took the
crosshairs to the monkey in the White House.
The fact that none of these ideas made it to the ·
CD is a grand disappointment. The El-P track, which he
performed with Camu-Tao of S.A. Smash, under the
name Central Services, is on par with the new Eminem
single ·Just Lose It." I wish that were a compliment.
Consider this a warning for both artists: unless they get
their shit together these songs will stand as harbingers
of poppy noise and horrible melodies spell the end for
people I might have placed in my Top Ten MC's list at one features a series of great explanations of how Bush has
point.
been destroying the world for personal gain, for example:
You might wonder who System Recordings is. I
'They needed something to distract, hmm,
personally had no idea either. The only artist of theirs anthrax
that I had even thought that I had heard of was
This further demonizes Afghanis
DieselBoy, and I don't actually know anything about him,
So Americans cheer while we kill their innocent
I've just probably seen his name on a sticker somewhere . families
The 5 tracks that System's artists contribute to the
And what better place to start a war

I ,ive ,Jazz at the Swan
September 23rd, 2004.
On any other night of the week the Black Swan in Tivoli
might be your average old-fashioned , small-town pub:
old hardwood tables on an old hardwood floor where
locals and students meander around an old hardwood
bar under dim-white Christmas lights strung around the
ceiling. Aside from the unique intimacy this setting provides, it's nothing out of the ordinary. On Wednesday
nights such as this, however, the setting lends itself to an
entirely different ambiance
It's five to ten and the place is empty: a lone
waitress sits at a table sketching on a napkin while the
man behind the bar rags out a dirty glass. A small group
comes in from the porch outside - a hardwood porch and grabs a discreet table in the corner. Beyond that,
things are silent. A few minutes after ten, three young
guys emerge from the back hallway with instruments in
hand and begin setting up at the far end of the room .
Kesai Riddick, a tall African American fellow with bushy
hair, glasses, and a wide smile, carrying a cymbal and
drum stand, begins putting together his set by the back
door, while Luis Greeney, with stand-up bass, and Sean
Gallagher, with keyboard , set up to the left and right,
respectively. Sean has a thin white face with short brown
hair, while Luis, with long scraggly hair and a thick beard,
seems playful, carefree. The guys take their time setting
up, chatting about the Ellington that's coming through the
speakers, and exchanging the events of the past week.
A minute later, a fourth man, Ben Newsome, walks out
with his tenor saxophone, almost unnoticed. Whatever
their actual ages may be, Ben seems a fair degree
younger than the other three musicians in the quartet.
He is certainly shorter; has soft, dark brown skin and a
boyish lace. While the band finishes setting up, he sits
quietly in a chair. his eyes focused on the floor, pensive.
Ten past ten . A few more folks have wandered
in, the place now a quarter or so lull . Kesai grabs hold of
his sticks , Luis wraps himself around his bass, and Ben,
without taking his eyes from the floor, stands. Sean gets
up from behind his keys
•Alnght Thanks for coming you guys," he yells
across the bar, but not many people are paying attention.
He turns to Kesai, "alnght •

To build a pipeline to get the oil that they had
wanted before•
I don't know if you owned or know of the CD that the original version appeared on, but "Emergency Rations· was
a mini-LP released in 2002 ; and in my opinion is worth
every penny. And hopefully, this remix will get the point
out to everybody.
The Hangar 18 track, "Rumors of War" is a big
jump for DJ paWL as the beat is a sample of an acoustic
guitar. This unusual move works particularly well, as the
guitar invokes the old lolk-y protest songs; the song's
message then carries much more resonance and mean,ing. The whole point of a protest song is a catchiness
that can be repeated, like Cable News Propagandist
Headlines, and screamed at the White House and the
rest of the world, to awaken the conscience of the morally slumbering populace. The chorus is especially hypnotic:
'We're lost and we're just waiting for a savior
Who can guide us through the worst of times
There's war and there's Al Qaida
There's unprovoked invasions
Through the worst of times"
This song really succeeds at what it is trying to accomplish , but it is not the true gem of the album .
Said track is "Memorial Day,' made by the
recently regrouped Perceptionists, Mr. Lit, Akrobatik and
DJ Fakts One. The song starts off with the echoingthen-booming sentiment that at least half the country
has been screaming for months now, "I've got a question
... WHERE ARE THE WEAPONS OF MASS
DESTRUCTION?
WE'VE BEEN LOOKING FOR
MONTHS AND WE AIN'T FOUND NOTHING! PLEASE
MR. PRESIDENT TELL US SOMETHING, WE KNEW
FROM THE BEGINNING THAT YOUR ASS WAS
BLUFFIN !" On that note, "borrow" these three good
songs from me ·somehow,' and vote Bush out of office in
November.

(By: Dylan Byers]

Kesai sits up straight, •yeah?"
Sean, "yeah."
The snare pops and all four explode into Lou
Donaldson's "Blues Walk" at a lightning-quick pace , like
racehorses just let out the gate. Noise fills the room and
heads turn. The place, despite the small crowd, comes
alive.
Ben, with eyes pressed firmly shut, bending
down over his sax, is absolutely wailing ; giving all the
strength he can to the sound. He speeds through a fantastic solo, maintaining the pace, until a few minutes in,
when, arching his back towards the ceiling, he hits the
high note and holds it with immaculate clarity. Behind
him Kesai's wrists are flying ; he's leaning forward , biting
his lower lip, and staring wide-eyed at Ben, trying to read
his next move. Ben drops down and finishes out the
solo, then returns to his chair and fixes his eyes on the
floor, completely still and serious. Kesai rolls through a
brief drum solo, and someone from the other end of the
bar screams. Sean takes over on the keys and the music
slows down to a smooth, sweeping groove. At first, Sean
seems to show less expression than the others, sitting
firm and upright. As the solo gains speed, though, his
lips break into a skat, his eyes become focused, and on
the hard to reach notes, he reaches, dipping his shoulder
with a tum of the head, eyebrows raised, anticipating
each key just before its hit, leading the instrument. Luis,
on the other hand, who takes advantage of the slower
sections to improvise on the bass, is lead by his instrument: leaning over it, pressing his chest to the wood, as
if the two were dancing; all the while his tongue pressing
through his teeth while he nods his head in accord with
the sound. The drums and bass dance around with the
piano a few minutes longer, then Ben stands, gives a few
quick blows , and all four return to the main foundation in
perfect harmony, closing out the track.
Ten twenty. There is an immense applause,
yelling and whistling ; all of a sudden the place is packed,
entirely full.
With the same intensity they roar into ' Rhythm
Changes", one of their own pieces, and what is noticed
here, as could be found in "Blues Walk", is a certain coalescence, one that will really shine through later on 1n the
second set with their take on Coltrane's "Impressions·,

and especially with their super-quick version of McCoy
Tyner's "Passion Dance·.
It 1s a coalescence of which all members of the
group are well aware "We 've been playing together
since April ," Sean told me later, at intermission. ' We're
all New Paltz guys, and we've established a relationship.
So even on the rough nights, we're experienced enough
with each other so that we can maintain that relationship."
For Luis, it 1s a "spiritual development" created
from ·many personal differences" among the band ·Jam
sessions is the scene were coming out of," he says, ' and
our ability to jam was born out of hardships and differences in opinion, differences in preference ... working
around those to feel a sense of oneness; but there is a
struggle, and through that struggle we find the light, and
so there is this good feeling that comes out in the music,
this sound. What we're doing here is trying to tap into the
psychic."
Kesai agrees, "It's like a drug,' he says with his
excited, wide smile. But he remains modest: ' We're
beginners , not professionals, and that unity, it's always
there, but were still feeling each other out."
"It's the ABC's,' Luis pipes in.
"Right, the ABC's," Kesai continues. ·1 mean, if
a real Jazz musician walked in here,' he laughs, "forget
about it, he'd turn right back around."
No, their not professionals ; still, perhaps Kesai
is being too modest. His youthful energy and ability to
read the rest of the band is something Paul Motian, a
"professional" Jazz drummer, was without three weeks
ago at the Village Vanguard in New York City, and that
show was thirty bucks. This show, it just so happens, is
free.
At ten thirty-five the band goes into the slow,
sentimental ballad , "Blue in Green". Watching Ben work
his way through the piece with sublime delicacy, 1t 1s
impossible not to be intrigued by how seriously he focuses on the music. There is a thoughtfulness given to
every note, a sort of questioning of the sound. That focus
is even more evident when he's not playing. Sitting still
and pensive 1n his chair, his eyes seem at times to be
staring beyond the floor, as if he were searching for
something lost 1n the music, something most of us may
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Jason Webley: The Hobo Ofltjy:Bard
Hall
uwen lllompson I
I have to admit that I did not want to come to this concert.
This skepticism was due in part, no doubt, to the
fact that the Jason Webley show on the evening of Friday, September 17th. was extremely well hyped. But my
prejudice went deeper. From the photographs I had seen
promoting his concert here last year, I knew that Webley
was skinny and scruffy, with long, unkempt hair and a
long, ragged goatee. He looked like an eccentric liberal
arts student, although perhaps with a slightly more backwoods fashion sense I was doubtful that he 'd stand out
in a roomful of Bard students, even if he were performing
on a stage.
Whether I was being unreasonably snobby or
not, Jason Webley proved me dead wrong.
As Webley puttered around the quickly filling
Bard Hall, tuning his instruments and readjusting the myriad light switches like a curious kitten, he looked simultaneously in and out of place. his age and hobo-esque
fashion sense hardly distinguished him from his audience, but he was a far cry from the tuxedo-ed classical
musiaans I imagine the Hall was onginally meant to
host Both these identities-shaggy compatriot and
unpredictable wildman-would work to his advantage
over the course of the evening.
Right from the start, Jason Webley was one of
us Dunng the twenty minutes past starting time that
he wisely allocated for more people to arrive, he paced
back and forth , occasionally tooling with the piano butE«iii,
mostly 1ust muttering amusingly. What made this
remarkable was that the crowd stayed entertained the
entire time Not only did he demonstrate an aptitude
for teaching kindergarten by persuading the crowd to
yell, ' Welcome!" at and foist hugs on every newcomer,
but his own pre-show nervousness actually worked to
his advantage, as 1f he were a standup comedian
whose shtick was being pathologically shy but irresistibly drawn toward the spotlight in spite of himself.
When the first twenty minutes were up, it was
clear we were in the hands of a natural entertainer, but
nothing had so far been proven in the music department. Suggesting (but never, ever demanding) that
people start to quiet down and prepare for a real concert, Webley turned his back for a ' quick costume
change• and slipped on a derby, an overcoat, an accordion, and something we couldn 't quite see. He stood still
and kept his back to us as he played ominous notes on
the accordion for a couple of minutes, adding to the
already delightfully thick tension in the air. Finally, he
spun around with a flourish of both accordion and overcoat, revealing himself to be wearing a monstrous Halloween mask made of dark green rubber-one just close
enough to an actual human face to be absolutely terrifying under the circumstances.
As ' Old Man lime Ain 't No Friend of Mine·
began in earnest, Webley leapt into action , stomping his

feet and slamming his accordion with a ferocity that made
me wonder if the instrument would survive the night. Two
girls in the audience quickly stood up to leave, and without missing a beat he scurried like a spider to cut them off
at the doorway (eventually he let them leave, but only
after making his point). The lyrics, somehow comprehensible through the thick layer of rubber covering his face ,
contributed worked equally well towards establish his
character: 'I grow older than my years,' he howled, in a
voice grizzled and forceful enough to back up that risky
statement.
Halfway through the song he picked up another
instrument. a plastic liter bottle filled with something
heavy and metallic, probably coins. He swung this
demented tambourine back and forth like a club, adding
great credibility to his piratical ' yo ho's' on the chorus .

tar. The accordion, though , was clearly the instrument he
was born to play; only when working all four limbs, it
seemed-the stomping was essential-could he really
express himself emotionally.
The most beautiful example of this came early in
the show, with ' Train Tracks,' an accordion-driven ballad
that introduced the story of Jack in the Beanstalk to the
hobo's universal longing for escape : 'He's smiling, crosseyes, barefoot dressed in rags I Bent down, talking to the
crows. I He's got no words to tell you, 1ust some magic
beans to sell you , I Plant them and in time the tracks will
grow." Among my few complaints about the show is that
this song, which suggested more than any other the
exciting creative and emotional potential of Webley's
songwriting, was performed second instead of second-to·
last.
By the end, of course, both types of songsloud and fast and quiet and slow-were repeated to the
point of blending together and losing their quirky charm
Ever the kindgarten teacher, though , Webley was prepared for this : about two thirds of the way through his set,
he produced a copy of Carl Sandburg's Rootabaga Sto·
ries and proceeded to recite an entire story with only a
couple of perfunctory glances at the pages When I say
that Webley would make a good instructor of young ch1I·
dren, I don 't mean 1t derrogatonly; his storytelling abilities
are every bit as spellbinding as his accordion-slamming
ones .
These skills were again evident in his final two
numbers-multiple climaxes, as he described them During the first of these. ' Music that Tears Itself Apart,' he fed
the crowd exasperatingly slow instruct1ons- ('stand
up ... ra1se your fingers .. wiggle your fingers in the air as
"'• hard as you can .. .")-which, to our gleeful shock, ended
in a tickle-fest the likes of which Bard Hall has probably
never seen and will not see again until Webley returns
(note to the Entertainment Committee: double the money
next time).
Once the pandemonium had died down and
chairs had been righted, Webley led the audience in
"Drinking Song,' a number that delivers exactly what it
promises with brilliant lines like, 'If God wanted us sober
Although the mask came off before the end of this first I He'd knock the glass over." There was no alcohol , of
song (and the overcoat was shed soon after for practical course. but this hardly an obstacle : on Webley's instrucreasons), it was clear that he would not be dropping the tion, the crowd intoxicated itself collectively by raising
devilish persona that he had put on with it: he ended the one finger and staring at it while spinning in circles. In a
number by hurling his liter bottle at Bard Hall's pristine show full of contrasts, it was the perfect ending : dozens
white ceiling. No one was killed.
of Bard students with their arms wrapped lovingly around
The opening song-and the crowd's raucous each other's shoulders. swaying like a gospel choir and
reaction-brought a level of energy to the room that screaming like lunatics. Just wait until he gets his
threatened to cave in the floor. This reciprocal energy Masters in teaching.
sustained the concert well past the two-hour mark, even
when Wel;iley alternated such rabble-rousing foot-stampers with slow, naive ballads, some of which he played on
the accordion, some on the piano, and some on the gui·

Live Jazz at the Swan (continued)
not even be aware of. That pursuit seems to remain firm
in his mind, until, finding it, he stands, brings the sax to
his lips, and tries to bring it to life. As far as most are
concerned, he succeeds.
The song ends. ' That was 'Blue in Green' from
Kind of Blue by Miles Davis,' Luis yells. "This also is by
Miles Davis, it's also from Kind of Blue, its called ' All
Blues • The drums explode, the bass and piano dance.
On sax, Ben screams: focused, thoughtful, searching.
In conversation, Ben is in accordance with the
other members of the band. "You can't have one lead,'
he says, ' you have to play together, you know. that's
when 1t happens. Some nights you have it, some nights
you don't. Tonight, there were moments."
Certainly. Yet for the other guys in the band,
what some may perceive as Ben 's ' thoughtfulness·, is
often understood by them to be an estrangement from
the unity they're striving for: an inability to gel with the
group, to coalesce. "Ben kicks ass,' Kesai says, "but he
has a tendency to overplay." Luis seems to share that
sentiment: "He's there, but he's not psychically in tune.
Coming together, that's the main thrust, the main goal.
Ben doesn't always do that.'
Among the Bard jazz students in the audience
there is disparity. "Ben is good,' one student says, "but
he relies on his speed and his skill, things he's come up
with beforehand. He 's lost in his skill ; he doesn 't do
'changes' I mean, he has great chops, but he doesn't

capture the mood of the piece, he doesn't tell a story, and
that's a really important thing to do."
Others reject such criticism . "He does do
changes,' says a freshman , ' the guy's got great chops,
and he knows how to use them. Those who say that he's
off 'doing his own thing ' probably don't want to acknowl·
edge how ridiculously good he is."
At the very least they agree on his chops, and
regardless of whatever they may argue, the overall
sound of the quartet is nothing short of superb.
In the second set the band attained an even
greater intensity, and began to explore and experiment
with the music. That began with "Impressions', where
Sean ventured off from Tyner's original piano work into a
riff that seemed to recall Joe Zawinul's improvisation on
Miles Davis's In A Silent Way. At half past twelve, while
Bard students filtered out to catch the last shuttle back to
campus, the band loosened up Stan Getz's ' Dear Old
Stockholm" : Kesai floating around on the drums, successfully 'freeing-up• the song for Ben's long, relaxed
high notes. Here the audience yielded its greatest
applause, a few of the younger folks clearly in·awe. The
true highlight of the night, though, was ' Passion Dance· .
Here you could see Ben's veins bursting as he blew with
maximum precision. Sean was lunging into his piano:
Luis and his bass were dancing up a sweat, he biting his
lower lip to the point where you thought it would bleed.
Kesai , above all , was really lost in the groove, passion-

ately rollicking up and down in his seat and pounding out
the drums with so much fervor that every time he hit the
snare you thought your eardrums would break. This
moment in a great jazz show is often referred to as the
crest of a forceful wave, and tonight's was no exception.
This wave, however, refused to subside, and instead
ventured into a long jam between Sean, whose veins
now too were bursting, and Kesai who was building a
heavy sweat across his brow. Ben, sitting with one leg
crossed over the other in his chair began to blow again
and the whole collective peaked even higher, until finally
maxing out and returning the foundation, again in perfect
harmony, and ending.
A few minutes past one o' clock. ' Thanks a lot,'
Sean yelled. ' We play for tips, cause we 're great guys,
and it just so happens our tip jar is empty.•
That changed in a matter of seconds.
They closed out with a free and upbeat take on
Thelonious Monk's 'Well You Needn't.' ' Thanks a lot,'
Sean said after they finished. 'The name of the band , 'It
Just So Happens'. We'll be back, same time, same
place, next week.'
Indeed they will be, and if you'd like to experi·
ence it yourself, the time is ten o' clock, the place is the
Black Swan in Tivoli.
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What Could Re and What Is

(By: Noah Weston

I

Sunny Days are Here, Keep Any Asshole Clouds from Changing That
Two issues ago, I brought you a cynical picture of how particularly on cuts like the pulsating, p1ano-dnven
the mighty had fallen . or maybe iust sat down indiffer- "Rock Co. Kane Flow," a collaboration with MF Doorn,
ently with its arms folded. In the past few weeks, how- where he reflects on the group's career and its longeviever, hip hop has been so sweet to me, as she can be ty.
to you, if you give her a chance. The first reason to do
just that is the glorious return of De La Soul , back as we
loved them before their most recent inexcusable shitfests masquerading as respectable rap music. On their
upcoming album , "The Grind Date," De La reclaims their
place in my heart, and likely those of others, with a
ridiculous train of quality jawns As a forewarning , I must
admit that I can only guess as to who produced each
track, given that I've based all my impressions on an
internet bootleg
Unlike the beats on De La's Art Official Intelligence albums (Mosaic Thump and Bionix), Gnnd Date 's
production never wavers The booms boom , the baps
bap, and my head never stops nodding, even on the
interludes, which makes me look stupid 1n public (but I
don 't sweat that shit) . I can't possibly feel ashamed for
enjoying these tracks, courtesy of new masters ltke Jay P
Dee, Madltb, and Jake One. It perplexes me as to why
De La waited this long to properly fill the void left by
Prince Paul's absence after Buhloone Mindstate, especially when all of the aforementioned producers involved
with this album made conspicuous moves in the underground scene as early as Paul's departure.
Mulling over the group's past indiscretion
seems pointless, however, when I can vibe to what they •
do right here, namely everything. Posdnous and Dave
· we go lights, camera, action, with no makerap with as much poise and fluency as they ever have, up/we're De La to the death or at least until we break
with Pos overshadowing his partner only a smidgen , up/Here's a couple of nice guys who finished first/so

-

Singapore
and Its Secrets
......

nice try, but the prize is ours ; disperse · This track
serves as the self-centered denouement of an uncharacteristically reflective album for De La, but that is not to
say that this album really fluctuates In fact, nearly every
song is either vibrant or celebratory without ever
approaching corniness I assure you that De La's wearing their party hats with ample justification, so cop this at
first sight
As a final digression, I have a question for you .
has a squirrel ever thrown an acorn at you? If not, you
can find a comparable experience in listening to the
rough solo demo of Elzh1 of Slum Village Over some
nasty production , he becomes a new me, entirely
shape-shifting from the "bitch"-accumulating, weed 'n'
drink-focused run of the mill rapper into a nimble, nearly exceptional talent. When he ioined Slum Village for
their third album , he made a modest improvement upon
their usually generic batch of lyncs, but here, he spreads
his wings and flaps those motherfuckers, achieving a
Phoenix-like ascent And this is iust on a shitty bootleg I
found on trickology.corn.
If you have any contacts with record labels who
want a fresh piece of music to market vigorously, I
implore you to get Elzhi's demo from me or anyone else
who might possess 1t, and pass 1t on to whoever can
make shit happen. The continued prosperity of hip hop
depends on it. Well , even 1f 1t doesn 't, somebody needs
to help Elzhi out.

18Y: Jen Holupl
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After last issue's review of Apparat Organ Quartet
and The Album Leaf, I am finally leaving my beloved
Scandinavia behind and heading back into familiar
territory, yet not without a convenient transition over
the Atlantic· Singapore Sling and The Secret
Machines complement each other as two of the finest
young bands producing fuzzy old rock and roll from
their respective cosmopolitan capitals .
A Singapore Sling is one of those wonderful
dnnks that we have all probably heard of, but simply
passed over in last-minute efforts to discover a magical cocktail that can be constructed on the foundations of a severly limited liquor cabinet· the half- bottle of gin perhaps, tonic, and the final shots of vodka
in what was once a glass full of promise. With. its
requirements of cherry brandy, Cointreau , and Benedictine, the drink is generally unfeasible for most.
Luckily, the musical variety of Singapore Sling ts far
more accessible and equally as easy to come by. In
lieu of sweet high proof liqueurs, the punch 1n Singapore Sling is provided by an inarguably high-proof
recording lineup· three guitars, a bass and a keyboard. Recording in Alafoss, Iceland in the middle of
an Arctic winter, the men of Singapore Sling somehow manage to reject the stereotypical Nordic sagainspired death metal to create a record that
sounds .. well , dare I say, sexy. Their debut, · curse
of Singapore Sling• [Stinky Records 2002) reaches
· sexy" in reference to the Stones or early Creation
Records releases , as opposed to ·sexy" in the sense
of fadeaway dance-punk that one might hear in Other
Music one minute and on the Dolce & Gabbana catwalk the next.
I can only imagine the thri 1f in being the first
kid on the block or the first college radio station to
receive the new Jesus and Mary Chain or Primal
Scream record. Thankfully, Singapore Sling recreates this sort of anticipatory yet nostalgic need for
rock and roll that is painfully missing as of late. My
only regret rev1ew1ng this album is that I haven't had
the chance to pick up their latest release (with the ohso-sern1autobiograph1cal title)
"Ute Is Killing My
Rock and Roll" [Stinky Records 2004) . If the new
record 1s anything as good as I anticipate it to be, I
might be better able to ignore the fact that there are
0

just a few problematic issues
about this record that are difficult to reconcile. The tracking
comes off as being pretty poorly organized, as ·summer Garden," a playful sort of "hats-off'
to Lou Reed , follows the"'
engaging "Over Driver" and
l •.
...
precedes
another
heavyt+i/A'<'?":
garage track
Nevertheless,~, · ··
the Sling never seem to lose
their listeners 1n the rn1ss1on at
hand (Mission : To Rock , or
something like it). Even 1n the
mid-mark of a track that is
approaching boredom , 1t still
sounds as if its being played
with full integrity by those
involved, invested in the interests of this project at hand.
One has to keep in mind the
common cure for this sort of
problem 1n the era of Can or
Neu! was one's drug of choice,
leading me to think an album such as this is perhaps
not best appreciated in a sober state.
Sirnilary, the second time someone mentioned the Secret Machines to me, there was a serious nod to the notion that "Now Here is Nowhere·
[Reprise 2004] was an album of "music to take drugs
to." Yet during my first exposure to the New York via
Dallas trio as the opening band for Blonde Redhead
last semester at Irving Plaza, I managed to be totally
enveloped by the Machine's expertise in psychedelia
sans mind enhancement, leaving me to think the frequent mention of substances in reviews (Spin , Village
Voice , RS) simply serves as the easiest journalistic
way to avoid branding the Secret Machines as stoner
hippie music while still managing to convey their ultimate psychedelia. Opening their album with a 9
minute track ("First Wave Intact") doesn't entirely help
their cause to be taken seriously, but the Machines
aren't just fucking around. By 7:02 in "First Wave
Intact," Josh Garza's drumming will have performed
its hypnosis as planned, as brothers Ben and Bran~

don Curtis work a really nice falsetto into the mix
"Sad and Lonely" (and the entire remainder of the
album for that matter) employs similar deadlock
drumming within a sensible range of experimentation
layering guitars keyboards and vocals. "Sensibility" is
the key word, considering how easily this album could
turn into many like it that became rehashes of the
very classics by which they are influenced. The
Secret Machines, like Singapore Sling, place themselves in proximity to Pink Floyd, Zeppelin and the
Classics, integrating themselves into the present
landscape of music in 2004 first and foremost before
settling themselves on mimicries of 1974.
Catch Singapore Sling Oct. 1sth CMJ Music
Marathon
The Secret Machines opening for Interpol Nov
12th, Harnrnrnerstein Ballroom NYC
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Foucault: The True Parisian Storv
-./

(BY: Phillip Penka I

In reviewing and writing about a work like The Passion
of Michel Foucault, whether Viewed as a summary, an
examination, an account, even a biography, it seems
necessary to strike a balance between the content of
the work and the content which is used. James Miller
simplifles the task, by stating his specific purpose,
wh1ch goes further than writing Foucault's biography
or surveying the breadth of his work: Through a blend
of anecdote and exegesis, he has created a narrative
account of one man's lifelong struggle to honor Nietzsche's gnomic in1unct1on, "to become what one is ·
Journalist and scholar, Mtller (currently a prolessor at the New School University) holds onto this
course tightly, the book really 1s a well-balanced mixture of anecdotes (from small details of his childhood
secrets regarding friendships and relationships, to
important details regarding his homosexuality and fascinat1on with sadomasochism and the corresponding
cultural scene) and close readings of every major
book and essay published by Foucault, complete with
literary analysis and interpretation of erudition, style,
and content Miller's extensive research is meticulously and effectively integrated in his;
prose, to the extent that a certain con- 1
stant alertness is demanded of the j
reader, which 1t may take him a number1
of pages to muster. Despite quotation!
marks, it takes effort to distinguishj
Miller's and Foucault's intricately bound[
words from one another.
!
Nevertheless, the book is well!
worth every effort on the reader's!
behalf. It is exactly what it sets out toj
be, a semi-chronological, truly honest,1
largely uncritical account of Foucault's!
life as relevant to his work (and,!
arguably, vice versa), organized by a!
thematic element· that which Foucaulf
himself saw to be the purpose of his
life, to become what one 1s and to
accept the challenge of the Nietzschean Quest with which he became
infatuated early on
Miller describes the young
Foucault, a kind of compet1t1ve young
genius. struggling into the Ecole Normale, the Parisian elite. an eccentric
boy who alienated classmates, et
cetera, without attempting to clarify his
ch1ldhood and without trying to extract
(from rumor or speculative sources,
perhaps) formative experiences or anything like them There is something
Miller does well in this he constantly
acknowledges the kind of person (as
an author, wnter, philosopher) that Foucault desired himself to be
He
acknowledges the thinker's hermetic
nature by refusing to pry into his personal life, and likewise his notions of;
the death of the author by constantly!
questioning the function Foucault heldl
at any given time.
!
Miller plunges quickly into!
Foucault's academic life. his intensej
studies at the Ecole and his early fasci-l
nation with Nietzsche as an alternative!
to Sartre. a fascination, and at times an!
oppression , he could not shake!
throughout his life This is important,!
since 1t gave way to the kind ofj
unapologetic methodology of the1
French philosopher. the idea that one1
should become what 1s in one to ' " u ..- " 0
become, to let events take their tum and discover
one's essence by means that may be conventionally
considered immoral. This was achieved through
"limit-experiences" (a Foucault coinage) , whether
derived from sexual experimentation (Sadamasochism), political activism. drugs, or, a final possibllity, suicide For a lifetime he would search for and
indulge in these, in order to discover the intnnsic being
he was to become. The man who would fails to do so,
Nietzsche said, who would neglect his genius, was the
most tragic of all
It 1s apparent what a big part the history of
thought and especially the then prevalent climate of
philosophical and cultural thought plays. Miller traces
the works of Foucault, book by book, essay by essay,
applying his method of exegesis and at the same time
referencing the books, theones. thinkers, artists, and
mus1c1ans that gave way to or engendered some of

Foucault's own ideas. This is one of the most fascinating parts of the book and at the same time proof of
Miller's rigorous research. He descnbes the FrancoParisian scene in its entirety, from Sartre's generation
onward, revisits and relives Formalism, Structuralism,
and Poststructuralism, so that finally all terms and theories are clearly understood somehow within the Intellectual, cultural, and political context of France, complete with personal anecdotes and interviews of importan! figures, artists, or thinkers. In short, the entire
rehabilitation of a people crushed by our century's disasters 1s reconstructed in The Passion, with a focus on
Foucault
In addition to this. Miller expands the contextual cultural scope to include popular culture-certainly cognizant of Foucault's recurrent concern for the
role of the intellectual
The book's first chapter
describes the masses' and the media's love of Sartre ·
full lecture halls, the public captivated in the hot night
air, a woman fainting here and there. "Had philosophy
ever been so sexy?" Miller asks He reiterates the
question later, haVlng mapped out Foucault's hfe, hav-
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rare and Miller understands its implications. After the
many genealogies and histories of which Foucault has
wntten, his intellectual journey itself fits a genealogical
model, which this book has made its purpose to
depict. Miller is right on target in pointing out that Foucault, after all, is not a scientist, social scientist, psychologist, historian, nor philologist, but a true and sincere philosopher.
The book leaves us with this. It recounts
Foucault's final confessions; he concedes that his
philosophical work was, essentially, a vast memoir of
sorts. The homosexual philosopher, who had always
been obsessed with limit-experiences, was entirely
absorbed by the 1970s scene in Los Angeles, especially its bathhouses and "leather-districts • He died of
AIDS in 1984, at the age of 54, in a time when little
was known of the •gay cancer" he had so vehemently
refused to believe in, finally attaining his truth , fulfilhng
his Nietzschean Quest Miller rounds out these final
pages beautifully, and, given the premise, satisfies in
his description of the completion of what Foucault had
set to be his task. The last lines (no worry, there 1s
inothing revelatory in them ,
·i'no spoiling element) read
•And
never had
the
philosopher laughed so
madly as when he was
dying, contemplating, one
1mag1nes, 'the door that
opens on my story,· knowing that he would soon slip
over to the other side of
that threshold, 1ust dust
without words now, no
longer speaking, no longer
listening, no longer seeking, no longer caged, truly
a 'wordless thing in an
empty place'-free of the
need for truth at last.·
Miller writes officially from
a bias-free perspective and
largely withholds criticism,
though nobody can keep
from doubting some of
Foucault's most extreme
points I think this, too, fits
his set purpose. Yet he
cannot hide a certain admiration for Foucault, a certain reverence of which I
am also guilty. I cannot
help entenng these sent1ments at this point It 1s
also important to under.stand that this admiration 1s
!not necessarily due to Foucault's theories, but rather
1to the 1diosyncrat1c means
by which he lived his life in
the pursuit of truth, of his
. own personal self (and
thus truth), of the way he
became a popular figure
only to efface himself, the
way in which he constantly
negated previous points. I
believe that this is Miller's
point as well, and he
implies 1t magnificently.
But I can only speak f?r
myself. My purpose in
.
. .., reviewing this compelling
.. -.; • T " · 1t ti: T •
and well thought-through
book is to challenge everyone to examine or re-examine Foucault and implement him for yourself. for I have
scarcely done justice to him in such few words
In light of this point, it is interesting that Miller
has stopped short of speculation as to Foucault's
place in today's world, which obviously isn 't the intent
of the book. But Foucault 1s still a force to be reckoned with, both for his theories and his approach to
theorizing ; surely his controversial appeal does not
detract from this importance It is implicitly stated in
The Passion of Michel Foucault, I will argue. that it is
our own duty to arrive at a conclusion regarding Foucault's modern importance and influence But for this,
Miller offers a beautiful point of departure. a careful
and considerate, tight, complete work in which none of
Foucault's erudition and abstraction are lost. which
portrays this important man with nothing but genuine
respect
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ing worked through all of his ma1or works (Madness
and Civilization, The Order of Things, The Archaeology of Knowledge, Discipline and Punish, and The History of Sexuality, among his major works). and related
to the reader their impact on the common masses,
artists, researchers, scholars everywhere. Foucault,
after all of his philosophical exercises, games of
knowledge, and philological and genealogical excursions was an international phenomenon , on a common and a scholarly level. Miller rounds out this
development by describing the influence the man now
held in America, again with full lecture halls, crazed
young mobs and devotees: "Bodies! Pleasures! Torture! Had philosophy ever sounded ·so sexy?"
What also needs to be grasped 1n dealing
with Foucault, is his instability (or better· "flex1b1hty") as
a thinker, which translates not only to fickleness, but to
his ability to constantly rethink himself. Such will 1s
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The 18y:
Odd Side
of
Canadian
Chocolate
I
Laura Bomyea

As a follow-up to my last article on Canadian chocolates and how they compare to their American counterparts, I decided to review some popular Canadian
candy bars I began my research by sampling one
candy bar, the Caramilk bar.
My problem was that I ended up eating most
of it myself and then I really just wanted to sleep or ·
throw up or both. The thought of having to sample
four more candy bars made me physically ill, so I
decided to try a different approach. I enlisted some
test subjects and had them taste the four other candies- an Aero bar, a Wunderbar, a Kinder Bueno bar
and Canadian Moose Kisses. They were willing to
donate their palates in the name of science and journalism. and I have transcribed the experiment here. I
also tried the candy bars, just to make sure I wasn't
feeding them something really nasty
But first,
Caramilk-

Werther's Originals, Moose Kisses are more commonly known as Eclairs, a soft toffee candy with a chocolatey centre. According to P.Terr and several other test
subjects, the Moose Kiss has a tendency to stick to
the roof of one's mouth {most especially, to dental
work). One taster {Arodisl) proclaimed them kissable,
caramel-y and chewy. ' They kind of fall apart in your
mouth,' she said. Al Exskular was taken back to his
childhood.
"It's just like something that I. ..'
' Used to steal from the older kids?* P. Terr
interjected.
• .. It brings memories back,' finished Mr.
Exskular.
Test subject M. Atmoore was not at all
impressed by the Moose Kisses . 'They're very pedestrian .' h'e said, ' nothing special. .. too chewy."
Kinder Bueno
Moving on to the Kinder Bueno bar, thin
l1wafers covered with a creamy hazelnut filling and
-coated with chocolate, the test subjects showed a
marked increase in satisfaction. 'This is much better,'
exclaimed M. Atmoore. Mr. Exskular dubbed it perfect
-in every way, a •very German-tasting chocolate." I
don't know what Germans tast~ like, but this must
mean they taste very good
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Caram Ilk
This candy bar told me to ' savour the mystery,' {or ·savourez le secret,' if you are from Montreal and refuse to accept the fact that Canada is not
France and that the national language is English) so I
tried It ended up that the mystery was pretty obvious,
so I was a little disappointed.
Just as the name alludes to, a Caramilk bar
is composed of ten little milk chocolate cases which
are filled with a gooey caramel center. Each piece is
imprinted with the brand. Cadbury, in_a fancy script
and the outside has just enough chocolate to contain
the sticky secret within . And best of all, just like any
good liquid-centered chocolate (or jelly donut) should,
a Caramilk bar explodes inside the mouth, creating a
fun, interactive culinary experience.
The chocolate is Canadian milk chocolate,
which I already have mixed feelings about. The
caramel is also Canadian, which means that it tastes
like a more sugary version of American caramel. It
pretty much tastes like those candies you used to get
with the caramel on the outside and the chunk of white
powdered sugar in the middle. I'm not sure I believe
that's what good caramel is supposed to taste like.
Ultimately the Caram1lk bar is like a Lifetime
movie- once you learn the secret, you really don't so
much want to follow through to the end. But you do,
(that's why Lifetime is still on the air). and you leave
the experience wondering why it took you till the end
to realize it wasn't that great in the first place .
Also, neither the Caramilk bar nor Lifetime
network float in milk. Or juice. Or bath~ater. So there
you go
The Experi ment
To protect the test subjects , I have decided to
slightly alter their names. I appreciate all of their hard
work and dedication to this endeavor. You guys are
peaches.
Moose Kisses
The first test subject, P. Terr- the French
motorcyclist- was eager to begin with the Moose Kisses. Packaged in golden wrappers reminiscent of

The Aero bar is purportedly ' big ... on bubbles!' Honestly, I don't really know why bubbles would
be seen as a good thing in a chocolate bar. The Aero
bar was hands down, definitely the least-liked of the
four candies sampled. M. Atmoore remarked at how
unexpected the texture of it was. {In fact, most of his
remarks had to do with textures ... ) · 1bit into it expecting it to be hard, solid chocolate but it's all air in the
middle.'
Indeed, the Aero bar looks like a sponge.
Arod1sl decided that, while it was an ok tasting bar, it
probably wasn't something she would buy. I have to
agree. If I needed chocolate and this was the only
thing left in the candy tm , I would probably eat it, then
complain about 1t.
Mr. Exskular was probably the only one that
really enjoyed the Aero chocolate bar ' They should
serve this at fancy events at the PAC or at Leon's
house,' he said, · 1think you have to be more sophisticated to be able to appreciate this one • Apparently he
believed the Aero bar had a very delicate taste. In
fact, out of the four candies he sampled, he preferred
it to the other three. Astonishing.
Wunderbar
The last bar sampled was the Wunderbar
An interesting combination of milk chocolate, caramel
and peanut butter, the Wund~rbar was a hit with some
and a flop with others. For those that don't like peanut
butter, the Wunderbar is not a good choice. The initial
taste is a very strong, nutty peanut butter flavor that ·
melts onto the tongue in a thoroughly pleasing way.
After that, there is a caramel layer which, when combined with the residual chocolate flavor, creates a
pleasant second flavor and aftertaste. In the words of
P. Terr, the Wunderbar has a ' delicate first taste and a
caramP.I aftertaste that clings to your molars,· though
hopefully not as badly as the Moose Kisses cling to
dental work.
M. Atmoore also en1oyed the Wunclert:>ar, so
much so that he had trouble concentrating and even
speaking, although this may have been due in some
part to the sticky nature of the bar. But suffice it to say,

This was Arodisl's favourite- many
' mmmm 's" and exclamations all around. P. Terr
described it as tasting something like chocolate phyllo-dough with delicate nuances. He said it was light,
fluffy and heaven-like. I also enjoyed this bar- the mix
of textures (creamy hazelnut, firm chocolate, crispy
wafer things) was nice. It was one of those candies
that makes me think of fancy desserts they serve at
expensive restaurants. A Kinder Bueno bar is much
cheaper though .
Aero

so long as you are not getting ready to give a speech,
you may enjoy the Wunderbar in silence and peace of
mind and body. Yum .
Our last test, just to verity the results for the
smoking crowd, was to have one test subject try the
chocolates after he had consumed an incredible TWO
cigarettes. Wow. Bravely, S. U. Vash sampled the
chocolates after such a risky venture. Not being a
peanut-butter lover himself, the Honorable Vash rated
the Wunderbar 3rd. Like Arodisl , the Kinderbar was
his favorite and the Aerobar his least favorite. He
enjoyed the Moose Kisses, but not as much as the
Kinderbar. This proves that cigarettes have absolutely nothing to do with chocolate preferences. Maybe.
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Julia & Isabella
Foods From Sunny Italy

'a
@

Veti

Firehouse Plaza, Red Hook

(M3ke a right at tlE rrain Intersectim in Ra:i H:x::k,

www.juliaandisabella.com

~ Plaza

Featured Menu Items:

is m tlE left . lei.tty a:n:rEr fmn tlE
sluttle 8tq) in Ra:i H:x::k)

-An exciting array of homemade antipasti like "The Verdura" (slow
roasted egglplant, sweet spanish onion, roma tomato and sweet

*Vegetarian Friendly

roasted garlic) starting at $5.95
-16 choices of specialty sandwiches and unusual pizzas
-Beautifully prepared Italian specialties all within your budget
-Homemade desserts

*Fresh Roasted Meats
*Imported Italian Specialty items

-Romantic and friendly atmosphere
-Full bar and wine list, Peach Bellinis, Mojitos

*Fresh Mozzarella Cheese

-All menu items available for take-out

*Arthur Ave. Breads
Serving Dinner
Wedffhurs/Fri . 4-1 Opm

·-------------------------------------------·

Serving Lunch and Dinner
Sat/Sun . 11 am-3pm, 4pm-1 Opm
Closed Mondays and Tuesdays
845. 758.4545

------------------------------------------Special for Bard Students, just mention this ad and

Check out Minafra's Rotating Specials for
Bard Students!
This week, buy any sandwich and recieve a
.free soda and bag of chips!
-Just show your Bard ID

recieve 10°/o off of your dinner on any evening

-------------------------------------------·
Call ahead to place phone orders early

except Friday and Saturday night.

(845)758-0940

·------------------------------------------Rt. 9, Upper Red Hook, (Left
the 199 intersection or
@

right from Rockefeller Lane), just south of Bev-way.

THE

HUDSON

Hours: 8am-6pm, Monday-Saturday
8am-3pm, Sunday

VALLEY'S

BREWERY

MAKERS OF

o··D CAPITAL

llrrrla• &lftv Mothers Milk

HAVE ONE· ON U
AN INVITATION TO JOIN US IN OUR.. TAP R..OOM
FOR..A BEER.. ON THE HOUSE
DUR..ING TASTING HOUR..5.
THUR..SDAY5 AND FR..I ED AY5: 3-7 PM
SATUR..DAYS: NOON-7PM
20 SAINT JAMES STR..EET, KINGSTON NY 845-331-BR..EW
WWW.KEEGANALES.COM
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by Tom Mattos

our'

Whereas in the past
editorials· have focused on .h(3avy-handed ·
ideals and polemicized aphorisms, we feer that there is a more press... '
ing problem facing this campus: you're not ,getting laid and neither are ·
we~ We know you want to make out with your best-friendls girlfriend
and fuck if yeu're going to get the chance at Drag Race. Ain1t gonna
happen. So here's our suggestion, if you will: drop this whole 'decorum' or 'tact"1hing or whatever else you'd like to call it, dump your significant other and act your age. Sit ~Jth someone y6u don't know at
Kline and then go make out in the parking lot
Seriously, we are declaring this Wednesday (tomorrow} dump
your boyfriend day. ,Maybe you've found the one, but probably not.
You know that kid who sits across from you in your lit class? Fuck hirp.
And his roommate too. There is altogethertoo much sexual frustration
and tension on this .campus~ Want to make it go away? Get yourself
.
;~ ~
off and share the love~
1
~e ve QOt t~o sex mags on campus J'lOW. They t.?oth go~; mo~ey ;:
1
from the planning committee, but let me tell you something: it doesn'th'
cost anything 1b give head. "Fhis is what the back-seats of cars were"
made for. Fuck the Moderator: if you need a magazine to take off'your ·
clothes go work for Hustler. What we need on this c~mpus ' QJOb.gbly ~
sh6uldn 1t be in print·anyway.
.
Lament the tragic end of the Old Gym aH you want th.en cry on ·
some chick's shourder, but she better spend the night. If you think you ~
need alcohol to get your rocks off then buy a qottJe of wine with the .
cheapest l.D. you can find and get him qrunk. Sharing is caring, boy
and girls, so share some spit and wake up in a trailer somewhere, on
North Campus covered in mud and laugh about tt.
Jt's getting cold and turtlenecks are in. ;: Want to have a good .
~ ® !ime? The weath~r's n~re_.to help Y~L! .;egveritup~? t~K? it,t, q~vejt,,1lJ·r ¥
1t up, whatever
get over yourselves and fuck · Just re·memoer, 1t '
sometimes rains. Remember to wear a raincoat. .
iii
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o mucn ot my ttme was wrapped up in ou
esponse to President Botstein (which was nerve-wrack
ng, believe me) that I began thinking about all the wa
n which we fail to plan ahead for the future. I've been
en
ying to write a serious Drab Report since I've been here.
re.
nd thought that this would be the time when it all flow
erious. Unfortunately, you're getting another joke.
So there I was, with my best friend to my left,
nd an overly friendly whacko on an AOL nme Warne
usiness trip on my right. We were bound for San Fran
isco for a period of no more than fifty-eight hours. withl
he goal of telling Rich Shapiro and the rest of the staff a
TooFar Publishing· of Redwood, CA exactly what w
hink of their marketing scheme for Shapiro's self-pub
ished novel Wild Animus.
Why were we traveling to San Francisco t
xamme a marketing scheme that we knew nothin
bout? Because we could.
I got home from the Town of Huntington Highwa
ffice tired as shit one day after cutting down trees in th
ot sun to find an email from a woman named Jane a
eoFar publishing sitting in my box. She was offering t
ly me out to check out this novel the following Monday.
he'd pay for hotels, food, transportation , airfare and onl
op of that, she'd give me a check for $175 bucks. I cal
ulated that in the two days of work I'd miss I'd lose $160,
o I'd basically net $15 and a couple of meals by travel
ng to San Francisco.
So I called her. It was too good to be true. Sh
aid she'd Fed Ex me the novel as soon as possible. I go
1t on Thursday. She then asked me if I knew anyone els
ho'd have an opinion on their marketing scheme. M
evious nature took over.
"Tavit. Tavit Geudelekian is your man: I replied.
I called him up immediately after getting off th
hone with Jane and told him to send his resume a.s.a.p.
o he did, and then he called her, talked to her like onl
avit could, and he basically invited himself along. Ther•
re more details but we 're going to forget them for now.
This was our weekend: Friday, I go to the city.
tay at Tavit's. Saturday, we go to Bard. Why? Wh
nows? Chill at Bard with Bad Laurence and then driv•
o Woodstock on Sunday to chill with Tavit's Dad fo
reakfast and then drive down to Long Island Sunda
fternoon to chill with my Pops (it was Father's Day) andl
hen hitch a ride from one of my dad's buddies t
LaGuardia to catch a flight to San Francisco.
On the flight we tried to read the book, but it wa
wful. Seriously: awful. Want a passage? .. We're born
ith joy,' Ransom said. 'The self grows like a hus
round that fruit. Surrender-giving the self up-takes u
ack.' He sank into the grasses, pulling her with him. Sh
urmured as he unclothed her. When he drew her pant
own, she tried to squirm away, but when he wrestled he
ack, her naked thighs clutched him. 'Finding our hearts.
e whispered, 'is the greatest thing we've ever done. Th
realest thing we 'll ever do.'" Obviously, we gave u
omewhere in the middle of the book and kicked it with
ur neighbor. He turned out to be very cool, actually. S
Iwas
.
the fhght attendant, who gave us free beers through
ut the entire flight.
So we arrive in a cold-ass San Francisco at 1
.m. EST and naturally decide to go out, since we tim
arped back to 10 p.m California time. Luckily when w
ere out, we met T-Bird He was chill.
The next morning we woke up and shot the shi
ith the people at TooFar publishing. There was a com
dy group there whose job it was to design some sort o
nteresting marketing scheme for Shapiro's book Wil
nimus (which, I can 't believe I haven 't mentioned it untill
ow, centers around a younger Shapiro type characte
ho drops a lot of acid and pretends that he's a Yak whil
e has sex with his poorly-drawn, weakly feminine carica
ure of one of his former girlfriends). They devised a real
y funny fake book burning to promote the work, which I
hink we all sort of felt bad over because it was hilariou
nd they were wasting their time.
It was really sad to see so many people s
orked up over something that you knew in your hea
as doomed. The book was atrocious. The only way tha
t would ever see the light of day is through self-publish
ng. Thankfully, Shapiro was a millionaire (which is why, I
ssume, he was able to fly two space cadets out to Sani
Francisco on an all expenses paid micro vacation for n
eason at all), so he had the ability to get his worthies
iece of writing off the ground. There were talented peo
le in that room. Jane, for example, graduated wrth hon
rs in English from Vassar College and took her graduat
egree at Oxford, and she was serving as second-in
ommand to some rich guy who is going to publish h1
,ok only because he could.
Cheers to everyone in it for the money.
Cheers to Wild Enemas.

I§

~

By the angry looks of many at this semester's Budget Forum, one would think that there looms an elephantine
scourge in the heart of Annandale-on-Hudson. some kind of plodding, primitive beast that threatens to annihilate all that
is holy and good. In less sensational terms, a few people wanted a relatively meager sum of money to fund activities that
cultivate dialogue inclusive an often derided, or outright disregarded voice at Bard. To me, that aim seemed desirable in a
community hke ours, one that engages all individuals, no matter how insignificant their number or how repugnant many
find their views. I abandoned that misconception as soon as the hoarse shouting began , all in response to what is apparently the worst profanity one can issue here: "Republican ."
Initially, the mere existence of the Republican club furrowed eyebrows or provoked skeptical chuckles, at the
most. Across campus, the modest flyers promoting the club went largely unmolested, which I took as a sign that Bard
maturely accommodates groups with divergent opinions. At this point, I should have let the skeptic 1n me choke the optimist, and perhaps even bury it in the backyard (I 'm an intricate man). Optimism only served to keep me naeve, when I really should have anticipated the gibbering carnival of frothing idiocy that ensued when the first hostile amendment toward
the Republican club came up for debate.
Before the night concluded, a number of conscientious students fulfilled their revolutionary duty to announce that
Republicans were "fascists: or even ' fucking fascists." One Jon Dame even so kindly brought to our attention the staggenng similanty between Adolf Hitler's Nazis and the modern-day Republican Party. For those who do not grasp the
resemblance, just note that both are persuasive, both had ties to students, and both could just not catch a break at Budget Forum. However, Hitler would have just set fire to Kline and assumed control of Bard in order orchestrate the gradual
takeover of Europe and the mass killing of Jews, Poles, Gypsies, Homosexuals, the unibrowed , and anyone else that
Republicans must hate, too.
Believe it or not, I was grateful for the fact that the Republican club retained its originally allocated funds because
it demonstrated that the majority of students here might not necessarily bare their fangs at the faintest sight of something
right of center. They welcome difference, they welcome disagreement, but I cannot imagine that they welcome fascism ,
which I cannot foresee the Republican club visiting upon our school at any phase of their existence, however long or short
that may be.
It may first help to reconcile the meaning of fascism. One can at least discern that it is undesirable, given the
anger in the faces of those who invoked its name at the Budget Forum. I myself know that its reign nearly extinguished my
familial line and left my grandparents with the sole recourse of emigrating to the United States. From my book-learnin' and
conversations with both peers and elders, I have come to understand fascism as submission to, or domination by a governing power which forcibly determines the wills of those whom it oversees, molding every major sphere of life and culture
as 1t sees fit
' Well, isn't that essentially the Bush administration?" you ask. In its ambitions, perhaps to a subtle degree, but
that definition of fascism fails to speak for the whole of the Republican party. The pluralism of American politics does not
end at the division of parties alone, meaning that within the belly of the GOP, one can find fire-and-brimstone theocrats - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _ .
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Peosi Vs. Coca Cola

The New Emporia

I

.

Ten Grand and a Fuckm' Scoreboard?

By Matt Rozsa
Unless you are an uninformed freshman, or are just
there 1s one 1ndom1table truth about most poht1cal scholars, it's tna too busy to be observant, you've probably noticed that
hey are always clawing to place their own era into the greater con a drastic change has occurred in all of the commercial
ext of human history. President George W. Bush is indisputably on coolers and soda fountains at Bard. Yes, the contracI the great movers and shakers of the first half of the first decad tual relations between Bard and Coca-Cola have been
I the twenty-first century, and thus it is only logical that many hist
violently severed. And instead, Pepsi has emerged as
ians are trying to find a historical parallel to his administration. a pathetic replacement.
ome of the more extreme academics are trying to paint th
Over the past two years, the Bard Fair Labor
resident as another Hitler, either using pathos and citing mora Organizing Committee (FLOC)-an administrative
xamples to support their claim or logos and trying to compar, committee of four students and the Vice President of
ush's rise to power with that of the Fuhrers. The moral claim is
Administration, Jim Brudvig, who meet weekly to
ownright despicable one, since Bush has not killed nearly as man uphold the Code of Conduct-which is a legal agreeople as Hitler did, nor did he profess the same ideals of genocid ment Bard holds with all of its contractors to ensure
an
nd fascism; the political claim, on the other hand, lacks any sens they implement a high standard of labor rights-have
ofI historical context, since the America which Bush inherited in 200 worked strenuously to oust Coca-Cola from Bard
ore no substantial resemblance to the Weimar Republic, an College. Coca-Cola had previously held a contract
bo
hat's more, Bush's rise to power in no way paralleled the intricat that guaranteed them exclusive rights to distribute
olitical maneuvers that brought the Nazis to German prominence. Coke products on campus without any competition. In
ther historians try to take the other tack and dismiss the slgnifi exchange, Bard received an annual $14,000, a relaance of the Bush Presidency altogether, trying to claim that w tively insignificant amount of money, from Coke that
xaggerate the importance of his tenure because we are inclined t the Administration directed toward financial aid for stunflate the importance of our own times. Neither side, I believe, i dents.
ecessarily accurate.
After having researched the multi-billion dolIf anything, I believe that the important historic leader wit lar soft drink empire, the FLOG had found that Cocahorn President Bush can be best compared is none other than th Cola was in serious violation of the Code of Conduct.
11th President of the United States, James Knox Polk. I base thi Commencing in the late 1990s and continuing until
laim on three grounds: (1) The manner in which the given adminis last year, SJNALTRAINAL-a Colombian trade union
ration helped continue a previous ideological revolution within th that represents workers in the food production indusespective political parties through other means; (2) The nature i try-had reported numerous incidents in which unionhich the foreign policy initiatives begun by the administration se ists working in Coca-Cola bottling facilities in
recedents which future presidents would follow; (3) The fact tha Colombia had been harassed, beaten, intimidated,
ach man's leadership style was efficient in such a manner that i unlawfully detained, kidnapped, threatened, and in
reated an indisputable stability within their respective cabinets, an several cases, unionists were assassinated. SINALade them particularly adept at accomplishing their desired goals. TRAINAL insists that the perpetrators of this violence
When James K. Polk was nominated by the Democrati were right-wing paramilitaries that had been hired by
arty in 1844, he was taking over a political organization tha the Coca-Cola management to suppress the union.
emed to be in the midst of an ideological crisis. The Democrat They backed this allegation up with evidence of close
ere a fairly young organization at that point; they had been forge links between the paramilitaries and the management
enty years earlier by the firm hand of General Andrew Jackson, in several bottling factories producing Coke products.
nd had based their entire political philosophy on the ideas h
As if this wasn't enough, Coca-Cola has
spoused. When Jackson obliged by the implied two-term limit an been confronting intense protest throughout India. For
eft power in 1837, he was replaced by Martin Van Buren, who kep several years, the company faced opposition from
ost of the Jacksonians in power, but failed to replicate his idea neighboring civilians, farmers and local governments,
nd style in such a fashion as to keep their sway over a nation whic who were accusing Coke of depleting ground water
mbraces new things. In 1840 the Jacksonian Democrats fell fromi resources, rendering agricultural lands infertile, leavwer, and it seemed for a brief time that the Whig candidate, ing communities without water, and then attempting to
illiam Henry Harrison, would shift the balance of power. Hi sell them back the water as a refined Coke product. In
unntimely demise catapulted John Tyler, a figure more sympathetic t an effort to compensate angry farmers, Coca-Cola dis~Ihe Democratic agenda if not to their selected figurehead , int tributed free "fertilizer" to angry farmers, contending
,ower, and so the Democrats in 1844 faced the dilemma of havin that the "fertilizer" would salvage parched fields.
(o find a man who could act as a replacement for their now-obsolet
Farmers continued to complain. They claimed that the
hampion. After much deliberation, during which they rejected forr- fertilizer given to them by Coke was not only having no
er President Van Buren, the Democrats settled on a dark horse,. effect on their fields, but was also making them sick.
ames Knox Polk, and upon the man's election-he trounced th The BBC reported the incident. They collected various
hig Party's star candidate Henry Clay in that contest; Polk imme samples of the "fertilizer" from a handful of farmers.
iately served as sort of a pseudo-Jackson, a man who put ol The samples were tested at the University of Exeter,
acksonian politicos back into power and reinstituted the basic pr,
and were proved to be nothing more than the commerrams of Old Hickory while simultaneously grappling with ne
cial by-product of Coca-Cola and contained dangerssues all of his own. In this respect George W. Bush is quite similar; ously high levels of lead and cadmium. Systematic
e was selected by the same group of Republicans who put Ronal exposure to high levels of cadmium and lead can
Reagan into power, and who were dissatisfied by Reagan's initia cause nausea, mental retardation, and cancer. Since
hoice of heir: George H. W. Bush. Bush's main purpose was to, a this study and the subsequent BBC report, the local of
resident, serve as a de facto Reagan, just as it was Polk's (ak government of Kerala (a state in Southern India) has
·oung Hickory) to bring back the ideals of former President Jackson. ousted all Coca-Cola facilities.
Polk, like Bush, was also a trailblazer in the foreign policie
When the FLOC sent the Coca-Cola Co. a
,f his day. This isn't to say that President Polk was the first Chie formal letter of complaint, informing them of their
Executive to support the idea of Manifest Destiny, or somethin repeated violations of the Code of Conduct, they
esembling that doctrine; nor am I implying that President Bush i responded with a thin glossy flier that purported their
he first Commander-in-Chief to purport the notion of preemptiv "commitment~ environmental and social welfare. The
ar. They were the first Presidents to take advantage of circum flyer was far from convincing. Following with procelances-for Polk the supposed Mexican invasions of Texas, for Bus dure, the FLOG sent the Coca-Cola Co. notification
eptember 11th and the supposed presence of weapons of mas that if they did not show action, that had been deterestruction in Iraq-to actual transform these doctrines into reality. I mined adequate by the FLOG, rectifying the atrocities
s that both men began new eras in the history of American interna in India and Colombia, then the contract between Bard
ional politics, with Polk doubling our nation's geographic size an and the Coca-Cola Co. would be terminated in ninety
stablishing us as a world power for the first time, and Bus days. In response, FLOG received several insufficient
letters from Coke and the corporate headquarters in
easserting our status of global hegemony.
Finally there is the method of each administration. When Pol Atlanta sent two public relations representatives to
as inaugurated on March 4, 1845, he pledged to do four things, met with Jim Brudvig. This impromptu meeting conveost prominent among them being to declare war on Mexico. Durin niently took place during Spring break, where none of
is administration he concentrated on accomplishing these goals, the student members of FLOG were present. After
nd in order to make sure he could accomplish them, selected for hi these attempts at salvaging the relations between
blnet men whose primary qualification was loyalty, and whos Bard and Coke proved to be unsuccessful, Coca-Cola
pulled out the big guns. Nearing graduation last
ompetence was so pronounced that he experienced relatively le
binet changes during his four years in office. Bush is similar in thi semester, the Coca-Cola Co. sent six of their best
~
1respect; during his campaign he initially pledged to pass a series o public relations representatives to Annandale to meet
ax cuts and an education bill known as the No Child Left Behind Act, with the Bard Fair Labor Organizing Committee. They
nd later on, he pledged to capture Saddam Hussein. Just like Polk, flew four representatives from Atlanta, a consultant
from Manhattan who is a former Bard student, and
[Bush has succeeded in all of these endeavors.
Obviously the analogy between President Polk and Presiden they flew the manager of Coke bottling facility in
ush is not a perfect one. James K. Polk voluntarily limited himsel Bogota all the way from Colombia. These guys were
o a single term in office, in large part in order to pass his legislation, good. They were persuasive, elusive, and convincing,
nd was nominated after several ballots as a dark horse and com but tangibly their argument was thinner than a sheet of
romise candidate among the Democrats. George W. Bush is active tissue. They contended that the real victim in the inciy seeking reelection, and was nominated on the first ballot as th dents in Colombia and India is the Coca-Cola Co. a
avored candidate of most of the delegates among the Republicans. Once again, FLOG was not compelled to sympathy for
'et ultimately the analogy is vital in understanding the place tha the multi-billion dollar corporation. After this expose,
President Bush is likely to obtain for himself in history - as a ma we made it clear to Coke that their service is no longer
ho knew how to enact that which he wished to enact, and whos wanted at Bard College. Coke expressed their mutual
egacy to the nation was an internationalist foreign policy. Good, bad, distaste for Bard as they stopped refilling or maintaining their machines.
r indifferent, this is just the way it is.
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tGUsTav "Gus" Feldman I

With little time left to take action, the FLOG
needed to find an adequate replacement for Coke. We
saw the removal of Coke as an opportunity to replace
the soft drink empire with a locally produced, social
conscious beverage provider. The only problem is that
this ideal provider does not exist, at least not when
taking into account Bard's technical needs. We first
looked at Adirondack as a potential replacement, but
were immediately deterred since they do not provide
the founta in service that is necessary for Kline. We
then pursued After the Fall and Knudsen Spritzers and
encountered the same problem. Then we broadened
our horizons and discovered Al's Beverage, a small
fountain soda company that operates out of
Massachusetts. The problem with Al's was that they
were too small and didn't have the capacities to deliver their product to our region. We realized at this point
that employing a local provider was looking unrealistic.
We then pursued the Cadbury-Schweppes Co., which
is the third largest soft-drink company in the world,
producing products such as RC Cola and Sunburst
Orange Soda. We checked them for the routine
human rights abuses and environmental degradation
and they were relatively clean. They had a comprehensive company code vowing to uphold a high standard of labor rights, and they even had previous evidence of the company taking action to stop child labor
in the production of raw cocoa that they were purchasing. After endless pursuit, Cadbury-Schweppes
proved to be unfeasible. They are headquartered in
London did not have a central location to establish a
shipping route that could pass by Annandale. There
was talk of their product riding on trucks that deliver
meat from Boston to Kline, but Chas Cerulli, the
Director of Dinning Services at Bard, felt the meat
truck deal was too insecure.
At this point there was really no other option
than to turn to Pepsi. The FLOG researched Pepsi and
found that they were a better choice than Coke. There
were several incidents in Guatemala in which the company fired unionists during the mid-1990s, but still this
lacks in horror when compared to Coke's routine
assassination of unionists in Colombia. The FLOG left
for the summer understanding that Pepsi was going to
be the new provider for the fountain service in Kline,
but what was going to happen with the vending
machines was still up in the air. We had discussed the
possibility of Northeast Amusements, the company
that provided the cheap Adirondack products in the
campus center, expanding their business throughout
campus . The prospect of Pepsi and Northeast
Amusements sharing the rights to provide beverage
service on campus still seemed feasible at the time of
commencement.
As we all know, this close to ideal plan did not
pan out. Pepsi currently holds a monopoly on campus
and will continue to do so for several years due to their
new contract. The reason Northeast Amusements was
excluded form the deal is because they neglected to
offer neither any money nor a commission plan for the
purpose of financial aid. Pepsi offered an annual
$10,000 in scholarship money, an annual commission
plan that will likely double that amount, a new scoreboard, and $2800 for a mutually-agreed-upon event,
but only if they were ensured monopoly rights. Given
this offer, the office of Jim Brudvig signed the contract
with Pepsi, excluding all other beverage providers
from selling their products at Bard.
No one on the Fair Labor Organizing
Committee is content with the outcome of our twoyearlong campaign. While Pepsi may be more in
accordance with the Code of Conduct than Coke, they
are by no means a good company. From 2000-2003,
Pepsi Co. gave $1.9M to the Republican Party, that's
more than million dollars than what Coke handed to
the GOP. Also, as we see their products are expensive
as shit. There is already well-guided protest coming
from the Bard Free Press to "Bring Back Adirondack."
I encourage and support any student who is willing to
contest the monopoly rights granted to Pepsi.
It is tragic outcome that while trying to combat the atrocious labor and environmental practices of
Coke, Bard finds itself being cradled by another
oppressive soft-drink empire. Why doesn't Al 's
Beverage have the means to ship their product to a
neighboring state? Why wasn't Randy at Northeast
Amusements able to put down any money for scholarships? The answer is not because the people at Al's
Beverage and Northeast Amusements are greedy nor
that they lack ambition, the answer is simple if a company doesn't embrace exploitative labor practices and
a careless environmental policy, it cannot compete
with the others that do. Returning to campus this
August, I caught myself drowning in the discomfort of
oligopoly. All the well-intentioned work put into this
effort has proved to be unsuccessful and largely pointless. It was the process that tragically mirrors the
upcoming elections in November, choosing between
two evils. I suppose the lesser of the two evils won,
and the fruits of this victory are clear: 10 grand and a
scoreboard.
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Letter To the Editors ...
A Response to Last Issue's Editorial

I am writing to respond to the editorial printed in The Observer issue dated September
13, 2004. While I noted a disclosure of the staff of The Observer, there seems to be no
way of assigning authorship to the editorial. In the future there should be some indication to help readers identify who is responsible for editing the opinions that carry the
weight of The Observer as a newspaper. There is, as you know, a distinction between
a signed editorial and one that appears to reflect the opinion of the entire organization.
My purpose in writing is to take issue with the substance of the editorial regarding student housing. There are a number of misunderstandings and misstatements of
fact. The first is the number of modular buildings, of which there are four, housing
approximately 60 students out of nearly 1,200 on campus. This should shed some perspective on the ratio between those students in housing traditional to the college and
those who have new housing. Second, the modular dormitories are, in fact, a distinct
improvement over the trailers. They have large kitchens, a better ratio between rooms
and bathrooms, and will in the long run serve students even better than the buildings in
Cruger Village, which the college has been maintaining for decades. The college chose
to purchase the modular buildings as an advance over the temporary trailers of the past.
Third , there is no doubt there were unexpected problems with putting the modular buildings into place . For this, the college apologizes. However, such difficulties accompany
any construction project. All the buildings have air conditioning. They will all have washing and drying machines. There will be no difficulties with sewage , and the landscaping
will be completed by the end of the semester. Their occupants, we hope, will have a
quite positive view of these dormitories. It is our expectation that these buildings, whose
walls are not •razor thin," will be popular among Bard students for as long as they are
in use. When we decide to abandon them , I am sure there will be some nostalgia.
As to the Old Gym, your readers should know that the Student Life staff has
been in close communication with the leadership of the student body with respect to
finding spaces for parties. There seems to be general optimism that this will be a problem that can be solved with existing facilities. Given the controversies of past years
about the Old Gym, it should come as welcome news that the building does not have to
be torn down. It does have to be renovated, and that is an expensive proposition. The
experience of this year will clarify what needs to be done in the long term to accommodate student parties. However, your editor seems to equate the ubiquity of parties with
the absence of boredom. I would rather hope that, for the Bard student body, serious
engagement in academic work and the inspiration to do one's own work in the fields of
one's choosing would be the sources of the lack of boredom . Furthermore, the many
events on campus each week ought to provide additional antidotes to the terrible curse
of boredom. Parties are inevitable and necessary, but they are not, in the end, the reason to be in college.

IF'resident Leon Botstein)
Last but not least, as to the matter of funding, the editor is mistaken with
respect to the college's financial position. The college, by any reasonable standard, is
very modestly endowed. The overwhelming majority of its benefactors are interested in
its programs. This makes the funding of science buildings, libraries, performing arts
centers, and film and music studios much easier than the funding of generic buildings
such as dormitories or even athletic facilities. In the world of American colleges and universities, the funding of such capital projects has traditionally been the province of
alumni/ae support. Improvement in the college facilities , past, present, and future, has
been dependent on non-alumni/ae givers at Bard more than is the case of most comparable colleges. Therefore, the building of dormitories is more difficult in terms of
opportunity to finance. That being said, I would like to remind readers that the college
in the past decade has constructed many new buildings that contain hundreds of new
beds, including the new Village Dormitories and the so-called new toasters. The college
has in no way neglected residential facilities. From any historical vantage point, the
Bertelsmann Campus Center and the Ward Manor Cate are two relatively new facilities
that enhance the quality of residential life. Furthermore, as the student observers to the
board of trustees are no doubt aware, the college is in the midst of planning a large new
dormitory complex designed by Peter Reynolds, the same architect who designed the
Village Dormitories, that will be constructed on north campus between Robbins House
and Ward Manor. The college intends to increase the number of beds in anticipation of
the demand for more housing and the possibility that some housing we now use will
either no longer be adequate or will be used for other purposes. Those other purposes
point to what will always remain the college's primary objective : to focus its limited
resources on faculty and academic resources. Unlike some of its competitors, the college will not succumb to the pressure to invest in what has now become a ridiculous
institutional competition to provide lavish extracurricular facilities.
At the same time, it is both proper and reasonable for undergraduates to
expect and receive adequate, if not superior, facilities in which to live day in and day
out. Students should also have ample opportunities to entertain themselves, to have
fun, and even to have parties. I think the staff of the college responsible for these
aspects of college life has done an excellent job, and that with few exceptions, as generations of alumni/ae can testify, the college has adequately fulfilled its commitment to
provide such facilities and opportunities. In the end , what forms the loyalty of our alumni/ae over the past three decades are the transformative experiences they encountered
through their classes, their teachers, and their own work as students, from the
Language and Thinking Workshop to the Senior Project. Those were the experiences
that helped them to live life during and after college without boredom and even without
parties.

Finish the Job
In the Spirit of Discussion, We Respond...

~

m

We at the Observer would first like to applaud President Botstein's response, for
we believe it to be a first step toward a long overdue discussion between administrators
and students on the present and future status of the college. It is in the spirit of honest
discussion that we have formulated our own response, and we are confident that, provided the discussion remains in this good spirit, the college will prosper.
For those unclear, President Botstein is responding to the Joint Editorial that
appeared in the last edition of the Observer, which is available online at
observer.bard.edu. We feel that President Botstein misconstrues the overarching argument of the work, which could be more our fault than his. The piece was not intended to
be a litany of disconnected complaints ; on the contrary, we hoped that it would persuade
the reader to note that these variegated complaints can be traced back to one origin: the
lack of attention paid by the college to the non-academic r'leeds of its students. When
President Botstein writes "the college 's primary objective [is) to focus its limited resources on faculty and
academic resources," it does nothing to assuage
these concerns.
Such a strategy, while admirable, no longer
suffices given the changing nature of the college . By
employing an extraordinary faculty and offering firstrate academics, Bard College today is far more desirable a destination than in years past. The college
must strive to improve its non-academic infrastructure
while maintaining its high academic standards, or risk
negating the gains already made in scholastics. No
student, even one almost exclusively devoted to his or
her studies, will wish to attend a school that lat:ks adequate housing and places for parties.
We all appreciate President Botstein 's
emphasis on "serious engagement in aeademic work."
If we didn't share his devotion to learning we would not
surv1ve in this academic environment. The programs at Bard are too intense for students
to feign interest in their disciplines. This is the Bard that President Botstein created and
we thank him for it. Yet while President Botstein does not seem to equate the existence
of a communal space with academic rigor, we do. We need to be able to come to grips
with this education that we immerse ourselves in so wholeheartedly. We need to be able
to communicate with one another. We are, for the moment, academic beings locked in
academic pursuits, but we also live, eat, sleep and love in this place we call Bard. It is
telling that when imagining what alumni/ae remember most about the school , President
Botstein fails to include "experiences with other students."
While the "student life staff has been in close communication with the leadership
1f the student body." we are not convinced that there is a "general optimism that this will
a problem that can be solved with existing facilities: To suggest that the existing facilties can sustain such a number of students is a bogus proposition at best. All student
vents are being pushed into residence halls-which , perhaps, will interrupt academic
pace-like Manor and Robbins. Although this hasn't been a problem in the past due to
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the infrequency of events in these buildings, can we honestly expect students in these
buildings to bear the added stress? With respect to the infrastructure of the buildings,
they lack adequate power and facilities . Can the bathrooms on the first floors of these
buildings support over a hundred people using them in a single night? We wouldn't be
asking questions such as these if someone had previously grappled with the question that
has been looming over the school for several years: what will we do when the Old Gym
dies?
The fact that there is no answer to this question points to a larger problem .
There is no long-term plan to accommodate the non-academic needs of the increased
student population . When we go Tuxedo shopping, we try on the tuxedo before we buy
it. Buying a Tux with the intention of making it fit post-purchase would be ludicrous. If we
are wrong-if there is such a plan- it should be presented to all of the students immediately and be open to all of our input. Our futures are
bound to the fate of the college, and we deserve to participate in its creation .
Our complaints over the Modular Housing were
merely an illustration of this lack of planning. No matter
what quantitative evidence that the President offers to
show that the Modular homes are in some way acceptable, their inadequacy is clear to anyone who actually
lives in them and wakes up some mornings mistakenly
believing that they have taken up residence in a cheap
motel. They were constructed in a haphazard, untimely
fashion : students now live in a former parking lot. We are
not interested in having the college "succumb to the pressure to invest in what has now become a ridiculOU? institutional competition to provide lavish extracurricular facilities." Rather, what we seek is that the college merely
maintain adequate facilities for students so that when
they engage in their studies, they are in no way hindered
by the sense of isolation that accompanies a barren social scene, by half-finished dormitories, and yes, by razor-thin walls.
Perhaps our generous donors could spend some time on campus with the students they are helping to educate. Perhaps when a donor spends $60 million to erect a
building worthy of his or her name, the price should be raised to $62.5 million, in order to
build dormitories where students don 't need to "mind the gap" before entering. While we
are thankful that the ·overwhelming majority" of our benefactors are "interested in [Bard's]
programs," can we allow them to concentrate solely on the more exciting and glamorous
aspects of Bard at the expense of the foundations?
One thing that we should all be learning, "from the Language and Thinking Workshop to the Senior Project," is that when you start a job you should finish it.

"When we go Tuxedo shopping, we
try on the tuxedo before we buy it.
Buying a Tux with the intention of
making it fit post-purchase would be
ludicrous."
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The Death of Fu and Forties
You Ruined Fu , You Asshole .
Wednesday nights have quick become a favorite this
semester. But the Wednesday after budget forum was different. It was on this night that I heard the first death knell
of an event that has shaped three years of my college
experience.
Fresh off of a great tutorial and looking forward to
a night of four-square madness, I stopped back in Red
Hook for a quick meal when my roommate told me Allen
Josey was looking to talk to me. By the look in her eye and
shortness of breath when she mentioned the name, I knew
that this conversation could only be about one thing : Fu
and Forties.
As far as I'm concerned Fu and Forties has been
a Bard tradition since before I arrived. As a freshman I
heard of the wondrous coupling of dubbed Kung-tu flicks
with malt liquor from Taun, the boy next door. He happened
to be part of the infamous Bard rugby team, and they were
the first to manifest this golden idea. The point of the event
was to invade Weis Cinema in the campus center on
Monday nights with a forty clenched between both fists
and a head full of sharp remarks to fling into the air at the
appropriate moment. There was no organization or method
with only the rules being bring your own beer and enjoy. It
was obviously a good time, but what really caught my heart
was that this event just existed. In my eyes, the spirit of
Bard had created this place where it was okay to drink in
the dark and watch kung-fu . The fact that it was held on a
Monday night it shook my freshman world screaming
"Fuck you conformity! We will celebrate the weekend for
another day!" All told, I was hooked. And so, leaving behind
the cerebral pressure of first year seminar and slowly
digesting the fine Kline dining, I arrived at Weis for what I
thought was to be my first Fu and Forties.
No one was there.
I was slightly disappointed as I
had built an elaborate fantasy around this
night, but I was not deterred. I had waited
nineteen years of my life for such an
enchanted screening, what was another
week? Next Monday, I was there again.
Again, no one showed up.
At this point I was more than a,.
httle concerned. Could it be that there
was no such event? Had I planned my
entire Monday life around a myth? I called
Taun on this discrepancy, and he promised to accompany me to the next screening in a week. I was psyched. To add on
to the excitement I was having a friend's
fnend from home stay with me to check
out Bard for herself and decide whether
or not she wanted to attend. For this visit,
I thought that it was imperative to show
her a good time, to make clear the freedoms that we were allowed, to show how
it was to be in the semi-independent
world of college. We were no longer
bound by living with parents or guardians.
We could wrestle in the mud outside the campus center,
harass upperclassmen for beer, wine and cigarettes or
play music at Blithewood and dance as the stars faded into
focus over the Hudson. We could prove ourselves studious
at the library or drink ourselves sick in the Red Room. The
point was that finally we had our own space to be young
and creative. Fu and Forties would be a testament to this
and it would be good.
As 1Opm the next Monday arrived it found Taun,
Sophia and myself staring into an empty theater. This was
the third strike. I could take no more. A quick conference
with Taun and Soph confirmed that we must take the matter into our own hands. At that moment, we became Fu and
Forties.
Rushing back to Leonard I grabbed my copy of
'Ghost Dog' and managed to part a friend from a bottle of
Olde English that sat in her mini-fridge. Sweeping back
onto the scene we announced to the hapless junior behind
the information desk that Fu and Forties was in the building, and we demanded to be let into the projection booth.
Sure enough, there was scheduling for Fu and Forties and
'Ghost Dog' was somewhat about samurais so it seemed
to make sense to the man at the time, but when Taun and
I sheepishly approached him again, asking for directions
on how to work the DVD player, he koew he had been
duped. The dream could have died there. Luckily for us,
we were at Bard, the land where people could celebrate
their sexual repression on a single night of making-out and
scandalous costumes or steal money from other student
organizations in a drunken, smoky haze. This man was a
true Bard student and he helped us project our movie. That
night Soph, Taun and I sat in the magical glow of Jim
Jarmusch's genius and shared a forty. It was everything I
had ever imagined.
After the movie was over I realized what our small
mutiny could mean to the larger community. The Fu and
Forties that Taun had spoken of, for reasons still unknown
to me, was gone and the three figures slowly meandering
their way back to the New Toasters could become the next
incarnation. I discussed my thoughts with my comrades
and it was decided that we would continue to show movies,
but this time tell others as to share the experience. A whole
new world was beginning to open up before our eyes.

Unfortunately as the end of freshman year
descended upon this fledgling fellowship and the fury of
finals unleashed themselves in full force, Fu and Forties
was put on hold. But over the summer a plan was being
formed, networks were being created and the buzz was
back in the air. Taun and I reserved Weis first semester
and began to line up movies we wanted to show. The word
spread and at the beginning of sophomore year we
screened 'Once Upon a lime in China' with beer in our bef..
lies and friends in the seats around us. We were in business and new chapter in esoteric Bard history was unfolding.
As the semester progressed more and more hip
cats caught on to what was going down on Monday nights.
As the audience expanded so did the feeling of community. People would gather before the movie and small talk
about class or the events of the weekend. After the movie
they would stay in front of Weis until the wee hours of the
morning imitating Jet Li or Jackie Chan. Folks were happy
and friendly and that became an important cornerstone in
my interpretation of what Fu and Forties was becoming. I
wanted to see an event unify kids from all different walks
of life in an atmosphere levity and appreciation.
For me, one of the most beautiful things about a
kung-fu movie is that there is usually a baseline of discipline, honor and respect. Things are cut and dry between
good and evil, right and wrong. In most cases, the good
must struggle against impossible odds and fight for the
principles that root them in their own lives. As young people coming to grips with our impending age we must struggle against ourselves in a process of growing and see if we
still have the ability to relate to others without becoming
socially retarded. And what is one way that we can achieve

access to this well adjusted castle in the sky? For me, it is
that idea of respect and honor. It is not a full solution, but I
believe it's a start.
So out of this idea came a loose set of rules for
second semester, the most important being respect the
space. It was in this second semester that we had become
budgeted, calling ourselves the Kung-tu Movie Club, and
thus were able to supply forties for the lucky few whose
names were picked at random from the forty raffle. We
wanted to keep it low key and not attract attention so it
became essential that we moved like ninjas and left no
trace. People helped clean the theater and recycle bottles.
The spirit was to keep things running smoothly so that this
event could continue. Everyone understood the rules for
keeping Fu and Forties underway.
With this attitude of responsible partying the popularity soared, reaching maximum capacity with a joint
Kung-fu Movie Club/Asian Film Club screening of 'Shaolin
Soccer' that shook the school to its very core as chants of
"Let's go Shaolin, let's go!" erupted from the crowd during
the final scene. Many other wonderful memories were born
that semester as the quick wit of Tavit, Akie, Adrian Adorno
and others caused the theater to quiver with mirth. Many a
time Deadly lim kept the night alive by providing VHS
tapes of classics like 'Snake in the Eagle's Shadow' and
'Drunken Master.' Mother Ming officially released their long
awaited self-titled debut and raffled Cds off along with malt
liquor. The regulars were immortalized on posters proudly
displaying their forties with their names emblazoned
across the top of the page. There was the feeling reverence for Bruce Lee as we closed the semester with 'Enter
the Dragon' accompanied by a parting gift from the class of
2003. In these moments I felt that socially awkward Bard
had shed some of its cold exterior and revealed a smile. All
who attended were equal partners in an experience unique
to our school, one that I hoped could go on forever.
Junior year proved more difficult for the club as
the shit hit the fan. After our first packed screening of 'The
Legend of Drunken Master' we were rightly kicked out of
Weis for distributing alcohol in a designated safe space.
On a campus with all types of people there should be an
area for those who wanted to be away from mind-altering
substances and we had shamelessly violated that space.
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Knowing that Allen Josey was completely correct in his
actions I began to look for an alternative venue for those
who wished to follow. Midsemester, Fu and Forties relocated to Preston Auditorium in the heart of the film building.
Again respect was stressed and the space was
cleaned. Again we had a sense of community as the winter closed in and we huddled close to share cigarettes and
swap stories. We all vowed to get in shape after watching
Gordon Liu sweep through the 36 Chambers on a mission
of revenge . Spring came and we were all amazed at 'Ong
Bak' as Ting ltterally flipped over cars and kicked ass with
his pants on fire. We all promised to keep the spirit alive, a
sptnl that was captured in an instant in Vishay Garbasz's
senior photo show. At this point, the 2004-2005 school
year was looking promising for a maturing Fu and Forties.
Unfortunately fall 2004 has not been healthy for a Bard student space . With the Old Gym condemned, the Sac and
Root Cellar relocated , and the practice rooms a11d the Red
Room eliminated, the social scene at the school has been
set adrift. Alternattves have been proposed and after a
kickin' early 90s party behind Manor faith was somewhat
restored. But as the woods turn to shades of fire and the
air begins to bite through hoodies and Carharts the masses will need a space to congregate and get down. Many
have turned their noses up at the MPR sighting that it is too
sterile and well-lit to have a good party. Combined with the
tact that the hosts would not be allowed to serve alcohol
has further forced Bardians against this location as feasible venue for funkiness. All in all, our options have been
limited and indoor space where one can drink is now considered sacred.
One would think that at a time like this Bard students would realize value of such places. A major reason
for discontinuing use of the Old
Gym was the fact that it was
being destroyed piece by piece
after each show or party. In a
sense, we displaced ourselves
by trashing "our" sanctuary.
After the town meeting on student space 1t became clear that
it was too late for the Old Gym
and we would have to turn our
attention elsewhere . The plan
that most peaked my interest
was the conversion of the
SMOG shed to a replacement
Red Room/performance space.
e problem that lmmediatery
asserted itself in my mind was
the fact that students would
have to keep off of the soccer
...,) field directly across the way and
~ say the tuck out of the recycling
center just down the road. Could
Bard do it? Could the students
be responsible enough to have
an autonomous student space
to party and perform? These questions resonate louder in
my mind now more than ever.
The conversation that Allen Josey wanted to have
with me was about the condition of Aspenwall and Preston
after the first Fu and Forties of the semester. Set after a
rowdy budget forum, Preston Auditorium was packed with
familiar faces and new eyes waiting to witness the birth of
another semester packed with fists of fury and forty
ounces. Thanks to a bootleg set-up courtesy of the
audio/visual department we had a projector in a stripped
down Preston. Because of the current space situation on
campus respect of the theater was stressed even more.
We thanked AV for the help and reminded students not to
drive drunk or be irresponsible. Community and a good
time were important over all else.
'
Iron Monkey' kicked off the year and the vibe was
great. A running commentary from the audience kept the
energy on the edge of hilarious and the movie concluded
with the traditional cleaning of the theater as empty Olde
English bottles found their home in the nearest recycling
bin. People left with smiles painted on their faces and I was
filled with a warm feeling watching old and new viewers
part ways with yet another great experience tucked away
under their belts. But disaster lurked in a building not far
away.
The morning after the screening professors in
Aspenwall arrived to a scene of destruction. Posters and
billboards had been torn ott the wall, a picture had been
smashed and the air stunk of activities unbecoming of supposed adults. It was because of this senseless disregard
for the property of others that Allen Josey phoned my
house. Reports of empty forties in Preston had raised a red
flag on the radar and signs pointed to an event involving
alcohol and violence.
At first I was shocked. The audience that I had
seen last night could not have been capable of this. The
more and more that I thought of it the actions described
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When L. Paul Bremer-the first American ruler imposed
onto Iraqis after the fall of Baghdad-landed in the burning
Iraqi city he came prepared, with clearly defined goals and
an arsenal of highly questionable means with which to
achieve them.
Contrary to the public rhetoric expounded by
Bush administration officials since well over a year before
bombs began to drop, Bremer's first acts as empire-king
had very little to do with either reconstruction, the establishment of democratic or representative bodies, or
humanitarian aid to the Iraqi people-who had, by then,
suffered under 10 years of brutal economic sanctions
(imposed by the Americans under the guise of the UN) and
frequent US/British bombings, in addition to the latest horrors. which "shocked and awed" thousands of innocent
Iraqis to early graves.
Bremer's (and the Bush administration's) real
intentions were fully exposed to all who paid any attention
when, upon exiting his fancy airplane, he promptly fired
500,000 Iraqi state employees (including not only the army
and police, but also teachers, doctors and public service
workers) and "open[ed Iraq] for business." Bremer and his
Bush administration picks were clearly doing the "opening". But for whom was Iraq "opened," and why?
Naomi Klein, author of the seminal-anti-'free
trade' text No Logo, has been one of the only American
journalists interested in the economic pillage of Iraq, and
has written and spoken extensively about it since the war
commenced in 2003.
For Klein, who wrote an article for Harper's magazine after spending much of the spring and early summer
in Iraq, the raging conflict was not initiated because of
weapons of mass destruction, 'democracy,' or even oil. In
"Baghdad Year Zero," she argues convincingly for a more
sadistic and cold-blooded motive: the merciless expansion
of global capitalism through a strictly neoliberal agenda.
Before the US/UK invasion and subsequent occupation of Iraq, the country was one of the most fiscally
independent nations on earth. Hard-hit by years of grueling economic sanctions, Iraq's health, education and public services ministries had been crippled. To an even
greater extent than before the sanctions, however, Iraq
existed in a relative bubble of independence with respect
to international trade and commerce. Saddam Hussein,
virulently anti-American and rhetorically anti-imperialist,
did not appear to want to "do business" with American
regimes or proxies. Much of the Middle East has historical(i) ly been a veritable economic wall into which the mega-corl!J porations of the US and EU have smashed (Notable it is
that many centers of trade and commerce throughout the
Levant are absent that all-encompassing symbol of
American dominance, the McDonald's).
For Klein ,
Hussein's economic independence and state-socialist tendencies-in a region full of anti-American sentiment and
relatively little American business other than oil-were
instrumental in his ouster from the Iraqi government.
Thus to "right" this problematic situation, after firing the 500,000 Iraqi state employees, Bremer "flung open
the country's borders to absolutely unrestricted imports: no
tariffs, no duties, no inspections, no taxes. Iraq, two weeks
after Bremer arrived, was 'open for business.'"
Indeed it appears as if Bremer's most pressing
concern in Iraq was the creation of a colonist's wet-dream:
a veritable, hands-off, strictly economic colony, its people
stripped of all economic, social and political rights through
the establishment of a system quite like the Jamaican
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"Free Zones". The difference, however, is that this unveiled the centerpiece of his reforms. Before the invacolonist's dream was grand: Iraq, from Afghanistan to Iran, sion, Iraq's non-oil-related economy had been dominated
would, in its totality, become "free" in the sense that only a by 200 state-owned companies, which produced •everyneoliberal like Dick Cheney could solemnly pronounce.
thing from cement to paper to washing machines. In June,
Klein argues that before the war the Bush admin- Bremer flew to an economic summit in Jordan and
istration was divided not in its will to attack (as many have announced that these firms would be privatized immediargued with respect to such 'moderates' as Colin Powell),
ately. "Getting inefficient state enterprises into private
but rather in its conceptions of the post-war situation. For hands," he said, "is essential for Iraq's economic recovery."
Klein, the rift that separated the two camps was one pureIt would be the largest state liquidation sale since the colly based on practicality. The pragmatists were interested in lapse of the Soviet Union.
the ouster of Saddam Hussein for strategic reasons relatBut Bremer's economic engineering had only just
ing to Israel, oil and general, regional dominance. But the begun. In September, to entice foreign investors to come
idealists-those Straussian, arch neoconservatives to Iraq, he enacted a radical set of laws unprecedented in
steeped in the miserable economics of neoliberalism- their generosity to multinational corporations. There was
were pushing for more than simply shock-and-awe plus Order 37, which lowered Iraq's corporate tax rate from
'democracy'.
· roughly 40 percent to a flat 15 percent. There was Order
The latter camp-peopled by such warm figures 39, which allowed foreign companies to own 100 percent
as Vice President Dick Cheney and Defense Secretary of Iraqi assets outside of the natural-resource sector. Even
Donald Rumsfeld-was completely convinced that the better, investors could take 100 percent of the profits they
total erasure of the Iraqi state's economic modus operan- made in Iraq out of the country; they would not be required
di, and the subsequent implementation of obscenely to reinvest and they would not be taxed. Under Order 39,
oppressive "free market" models involving massive struc- they could sign leases and contracts that would last for
tural adjustment programs through the international bank- forty years. Order 40 welcomed foreign banks to Iraq
ing institutions, no tariffs or taxes and little to no workers' under the same favorable terms. All that remained of
rights protections, would entice American and European Saddam Hussein's economic policies was a law restricting
multinationals into doing business in Iraq, thereby creating trade unions and collective bargaining." It should be noted
an economy in perfect harmony with the free hand, ready that, under the Geneva Conventions to which the
to 'get done' by the multinationals from the "free world."
American government is a signatory, all of these acts of
Klein's summary of the idealists is worth quoting at length. policy change are completely illegal.
Here she is discussing the neoconservative plan to globalThus the "year-zeroists"-those idealists who
ize neoliberal economics.
sought to turn Iraq into a board game with which to play out
"In one place on Earth, the theory would finally be their neoliberal fantasies-won, implementing their poliput into practice in its most perfect and uncompromised cies from day one. It was relatively simple for Bremer. to
form . A country of 25 million would not be rebuilt as it was make the policy decisions necessary to implement the
before the war; it would be erased, disappeared. In its dream; however, the Bush administration and the business
place would spring forth a gleaming showroom for laissez- world have been facing serious roadblocks in the form of
faire economics, a utopia such as the world had never frequent explosions and the kidnapping and grotesque
seen. Every policy that liberates multinational corporations murder of foreigners attempting to 'do business' in Iraq.
to pursue their quest for profit would be put into place: a The resistance to the occupation of Iraq, it seems, has
shrunken state, a flexible workforce, open borders, mini- been doing a superb job of resisting not only foreign occumal taxes, no tariffs, no ownership restrictions. The people pation and humiliation, but also the so-called "reconstrucof Iraq would, of course, have to endure some short-term tion"-fully constructed, owned and operated by such
pain: assets, previously owned by the state, would have to multinational, war-profiteering giants as Halliburton and
be given op to create new opportunities for growth and Bechtel.
Unluckily for the corporations and their robber baron, govinvestment. Jobs would have to be lost and, as foreign
products flooded across the border, local businesses and ernment hands, however, "the great historical irony ol the
family farms would, unfortunately, be unable to compete. catastrophe unfolding in Iraq is that the shock-therapy
But to the authors of this plan, these would be small prices reforms that were supposed to create an economic boom
to pay for the economic boom that would surely explode that would rebuild the country have instead fueled a resistonce the proper conditions were in place, a boom so pow- ance that ultimately made reconstruction impossible ...
These forces have transformed Year Zero in Iraq into the
erful the country would practically rebuild itself."
The former camp disagreed with this plan not mirror opposite of what the neocons envisioned: not a corbecause of moral or ethical questions. For these men of porate utopia but a ghoulish dystopia, where going to a
state the argument for economic strangulation just didn't simple business meeting can get you lynched, burned
hold weight pragmatically. The pragmatists' view was that alive, or beheaded. These dangers are so great that in Iraq
Iraq was to be, as much as possible, a cut and run situa- global capitalism has retreated, at least for now. For the
tion. Fire the government, secure the oilfields. implant neocons, this must be a shocking development: their ideological belief in greed turns out to be stronger than greed
some puppets, and get out.
It should be clear to all readers in September of itself."
But they haven't given up so easily. As Naomi
2004 that the idealists won the argument; the problem for
Dick Cheney and his friends at Halliburton and the Carlyle Klein observes, the neoconservatives have not lost faith:
for "when facts threaten true believers, they simply close
Group is that the pragmatists knew a bit more about war,
occupation and resistance than did their almighty-faith-in- their eyes and pray harder."
the-dollar comrades.
Again, Klein:
"One month [after arriving in Iraq], Bremer

Dining, Continued
From Page 21 ...

Budget Forum,
Contined from page 16
and

states-rtgnts tanehers; NASCAR dads and, · yes, even
women. The beliefs of Republicans often overlap with those of
people of any otnet ptofessed political 1(2eology. rarely just
coinciding wltf1 the party's platform or the ai\ns of its current
mouthpieces, and becf;luse o1 this, 1t is insensible to disparage
the formation of a Republican dub here at Bard merely on its
face. You cannot, after all, damn what you do not know in

good cooscience.
Amusingly, or depressfngly, those who violently cried
•fascist~ in hopes of shouting down ttie Republicans and
depriving them of thefr funds probably failed to recognl:ze the
irony of their actions In trying to siphon the Republicans'
money, and in effect hinder the club, their detractors acted in

a repreS$ive manner reminiscent of, well. fascists They
sought to keep the. Republicans from communicating their
beltefs just as Hitter (If 1mention him three times, l can win a
fake moustache} banned all political parties except for the
Nazis following his rise to power Now, if my Nazi parallel
holds, which it has to by virtue of my emphatic tenor, then that
means that there are fascist elements in clubt such as the
Moderator. the Student Activism Collective, and even our
beloved Creative Music Alhaoce Only some Nazis deServe
their requested budgets, apparently, which I ff.nd terribly unfair
since one Nazi fs just as enthusiastic about student activities
as the next
Fascism aside, 1f a sufficient margin of the Bard community successfully impeded the Repubticans in receiving
their desired operating. costs, nothln.g would really change,
right? Sure . aside from it being an Immature gesture. sup-
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pressrng the Republican club would cause no reat harm over·
all, but it certainly would make us no smarter, nor any more
progressive as a group .of politically concerned people. To the
contrary, if Bard's bur.geoning club for rtgnt-wing student~
were met with ab$olt1\e fntoletance, we woutd have only had
engagement with conservative viewpoints in the form of -grum•
bling over the New York nmes' accounts of our favorite polit·
ical villains' misdeeds.
As it stands. the greatest ideological dtstinctfon tha(
exists here seems to be that between the eq1.1ally respectable
"left" and the •tar-left; a sch.ism that we barely address, anq
in tenns so predictably sweeping that any debates between
these two sides seems pr41ld.estlned to go Mwhere. In addition
to refining that discourse. we also could benefit fl'otn spirited
discussion with the lean contingent of students who claim affil·
iation with the Republican Party; an organization that counts
nearly halt of the American electorate among its devotees.
That is. unless we would rather act as if they do not exist and
pretend that we saved Bard, and the world, from the hordes
of at>ortioo clinic bombers and Venture capitalists
threaten the globe from their skull-shaped fortress on craggy.
molten Republican Island.
If that 1s the case. then I hope you enjoy that old

wno

game of political make-t>elteve.

.
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salad bar had a diameter of about 3 inches,
~

Mr. Cerulli acknowtedges ttiat there
problems, citing the rapiqly increasingly
number of students, the confined spaoo in
which staff must cook and present food, and
the Umtted bt.Jdget granted by th.e Admiorstra·

are

tion
j found Mr. Cert.tiff's reasoning to be
compelling. but at the same time I am still skep·
tical that there could be more done. We. as the
stvdents wtio consume this fOOd, have no right
to complain if we don't actlvely participate in
constructive efforts to improve the food. If sustainable dinning is not a feasible option. then
we stiould demand other optlOns. The point ts,
if all we do is kvetch about how much Kline
sucks, nothing is going to change. But If we, a
student body of over 1,000 people paying to
e1;1t this food, put enough pressure on the
Administration as well as Cnartwells, then I
thiok we can effect ctlange, even ii we only
make slow progress. Its better than eating the
pizza.

Ordinarv Citizens Takina ·C harae
_ . _......is..&.l......._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _L T " _
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lsy Judy Malstrom
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by Chris Herring

~

eenng trom atop lne-Pyramfd of the Sun in t
ncient Mexican city Teotihuacan a new buildin
nters the alfalfa covered Valley: a half-built Wa
Mart. Burning incense and sounding the cone'
hell, protesters last week declared the store wil
ruin a way of life in the valley.
The discount superstore is rising a half-a
ile from the monumental site (the closest commer
ial zoning point), which thousands visit each day
he center of an ancient city, which 150,000 peopl
sed to Inhabit
The movement flies with the spirtualist
ho believe the pyramids contain a special energy,,
hich the Wal-Mart will inevitably disrupt, diminish
r possibly destroy! -"It is an attack on our heritage!
owever, there's also a large portion of protester
ho bring the argument down to earth; conserva
ives who say that the superstore will destroy thei
ay of life • "This is the flag of conquest by globa
nterests, the symbol of the destruction of our cul
ure." The conservationists worry about Wal-Mart'
!feet on the pyramid site itself · "A big supermarke
~ o close to the monuments sounds worrying.
architects did survey the site for remains but jus
ound a stone altar which will be preserved in
Plexiglas case in the parking lot where it lies). The
here are the politicians and environmentalists, wh
imply think its bad policy - "Why are we still stretch
ng the squalid Mexico City Suburbs before address
ng major issues!" And one can never forget th
mall shopkeepers and stall owners who are alway
eft losers (they'll probably apply for jobs at Wa
Mart.)
But do any of those reactions matter whe
0% of the people declare that "This is progress!'
ne townie explains to a reporter for the Guardian,,
The housewives want to go shopping with credi
ards ... and the teenagers want to go skateboard
' ng in the parking lot, like in the United States." No
eople of the historic city have to drive a daunting 2
inutes to get to the closest Wal-Mart store. I live i
suburb of DC and have to drive that far; these peo
le must be larger fans of the chain than we are. I
act when I checked up on the statistics I found tha
al-Mart is the largest retailer in Mexico. Perhap
hen if you were outraged at reading the above, you
isgust should be extended to the Mexican peopt
ot the company, but maybe not. So I guess it's .no·
he classic small town vs. large corporation battle,,
fter all.
That still doesn't change the fact that I fee
ncomfortable about it. Not in the knee jerk "wha
he f#"/o"" reaction I first had when I heard "they'r,
Note: Judy Malstrom is a candidate for state senator in the 41 st district- TM.
uilding a Wal-Mart atop ancient Mexican ruins." I
ow understand that there are other large building
. M
~
1n the area, and that the people want it. But the~ sti!
__ _
_8 Y Jac kle OSS _ _ eren't asked. When work 1s taken away from tnd1
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~·~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~dua~.the~m~~~peo~e~nandhavemean
is our job, as members of the student ~ngful relations with over time with coworkers or lam
The students at Yale University are other side of your fence.
The major obstacle sustain- body, to hold them accountable. We all ·1y, a part of culture is inevitably changed. For bet
stealing each other's identities. Why is
this? To get a credit card in someone able dinning programs face is the cost. bitch and moan about the shitty food at
er or worse is the question I suppose? The store wil
else's name? To open a checking The sustainable dinning program and Kline, well , now we have a legitimate
bviously affect a well developed suburb different!
account to write bad checks? Nope. Yale costs 50% more than the conven- reason to bitch and moan.
han a small town and will change community t
In order to investigate exactly
They're stealing other students' identi- tional dinning programs at the universi·
arying degrees. The questions of what the retail
ties so they can gain admittance to the ty. And when Yale already costs about what is going on in the deep, dark,
r's effects will be, should be handled in a differen
hottest spot on campus: the Berkeley $40,000 a year for room, board, and depths of Kline, from which some semay than current law provides. It should involv
tuition, no one fancies paying more, blance of food emerges, l interviewed
College dinning hall.
ore than just getting the appropriate permit give
Chas Cerulli, director of dinning servicThe cutthroat competition to even for a a good cause.
o any company.
Why can 't Bard do the same? es at Bard for Chartwells. Mr. Cerulli
get into Berkeley College's dinning hall
Perhaps we can find a useful solution i
Bard is in the middle of hundreds of said that Chartwell's does want stuis that it is actually serving good food,
he great state of Vermont. When several new Wal
grown organically and locally, and made acres of beautiful and productive farm- dent's feedback, but that when it actual- Marts were planned to be built in Vermont durin
from scratch-unlike those pour-able land, and yet none of our food-as far as ly comes to getting feedback, students
004, the entire state was placed on the mos
beaten eggs that seem universal at I can tell-is even fresh, never mind are reluctant, or they aren't specific
ndangered historic places list. Richard Moe, pres
locally grown. We are literally living in a enough about things they want to see
most colleges and universities.
dent of the trust fears one giant retail store wil
Colleges and universities wealth of beautiful, fresh, locally grown changed.
ttract others to the Green Mountain State. "It wil
When questioned about the
across the country are beginning to bat- produce, and yet, the college does not
otally change the character of Vermont over time,
possibility of sustainable dinning, and
tle the corporate food industry by resort- benefit from it.
nd that would be a tragedy." They're explorin
The fact that Bard, and Bard why the Chartwell's doesn't use local
ing to a revolutionary concept: sustainlternatives, like persuading the retailer to buil
able dinning. From Yale University to students, are letting a food industry con- and seasonal produce, he replied ·one
mailer chains in existing abandoned buildings, sav
the College of the Atlantic in Maine, glomerate run its food program , none of of the biggest issues that we have ling rural landscapes and not having quite a damag
more and more colleges and universi- us are benefiting as much as we could around here is that it is available [local
ng effect. Most importantly though they stress tha
ties are modifying their meal plans to from the local riches of the community. produce]. its not available in the quanti·
t should be the clear decision of the citizens. "We'r,
include local, organic. and seasonal As l see it, allowing a food conglomer- ties that we need it...in order for me to
ot telling any communities that they shouldn't hav·
ate run our dinning program while mak- ·get enough food to feed 250 people for
foods.
Wal-Mart," said Moe. "We simply want communi
The schools that are support- ing a conscious choice to not buy local four days [we would] have to work with
ies to have their eyes wide open when they mak
ing sustainable dinning and various produce and food products, goes 20 farms, and actually get the produce
hese decisions because it's within the ability of
other supporters hope that the change against everything Bard stands for, or to here. And that's the most difficult
ommunity to affect the location, size and design o
part, because we need such large quanwith enrich local economies, save farms what I thought it stood for.
hese stores. "
By buying locally, using sea- tities."
from
encroaching
developments,
Mr. Cerulli also stressed that
reduce obesity, and better integrate the sonal produce, and by cooking more
college community with the local com- from scratch, the students wouldn't be Chartwells does use a lot of fresh pro- 'historical footnote: No one knows for sure wh
ounded the ancient seat of power and then aban
the only ones to profit. We would all eat duce. and that most of the vegetables.
munity.
oned it around 600 A.D. The Aztecs later cam
Eating local and seasonal pro- healthier. more satisfying meals, we fruits, and meats delivered to Kline are
pon
it and named it Teotihuacan (The Place Wher
duce will also reduce fossil-fuel emis· would be supporting the local economy, delivered whole, and then cut fresh .
sions and consumption: you wouldn't be saving farms, and participating in the The problem is, when they've been sit- Men Become Gods).
importing apples from New Zealand community. I think the administration ting out on ice uncovered for a few
when there are apple orchards on the should be held accountable, and that it hours, they're not that fresh. Not to

It doesn't take much thought to see that government rules all parts of our lives. That politics is big part of the equation. So why
do so few Americans take part in the process of governing? Less than half of the people who are eligible to vote, do so. Why
do so few limit their views, often to a single issue? "How would you vote on 'fill in the blank'?" If your answer disagrees with
theirs, discussion ends and they are off in a huff. Many people have no clue as to what their representatives in any level of gov·
ernment are doing, but think •he's a nice guy." Why do so many people confuse politics with government and thus want no part
of either? We've disenfranchised ourselves from our most important right and the result being a government that is out of touch
with the true needs of the people. It has been said the people get the government they deserve. Gulp! Ralph Nader said, "If
you don't turn on to politics; politics will turn on you."
These questions and thoughts occurred to me just before deciding to run for the state senate against a long time
incumbent. I have never held public office, (though I was elected president of my spinning guild) but I work in low-level public
service and have come to realize where and who really runs governments. All too frequently, the policy makers are not the
policy carry-outers. Unfunded mandates are perfect examples. So, other than lived experience, though quite varied and challenging, what chance would I have?
Wait: our government was founded by farmers, blacksmiths, merchants and lawyers; maybe what is needed is a return
to some of us ordinary folks getting back in the mix. I've come to discover this idea is appealing to many others as well, and
hopefully they will consider a campaign themselves. The lawyers and merchants now make decisions to suit their special interests and corporations without considering the impact on we concerned citizens who must foot the bill.
We've been told since birth that GROWTH and BIG mean progress. But we're never told what the cost, the TRUE COST of all
this growth is and how it impacts our quality of life, our environment or the future generations. For instance, on the campaign
trail I learned from one gentleman that if one took into the consideration what it costs to produce one gallon of gas, the price
would most likely be $16 per gallon. Yikesl Then one has to think of the cost of restoring the damage of gasoline production.
The list of toxic chemicals, the depleted uranium, the smog, the polluted waters and soils is long; what happens to an economy that must eventually deal with this equation?
My next question after-tossing my hat into the political arena was how can an ordinary citizen mount an effective cam·
paign and still maintain life and all the obligations already in place? One of the biggest complaints of people when asked why
they don't run for office is that they don't have time (Other excuses: don't have the money, shy, worried about what the press
will bring out, maybe later). We've given up the most important opportunity to voice our concerns because we are just too busy.
Too true. Many parents work two and three jobs to pay taxes, afford gas, feed and clothe children, college tuition, etc. while
large corporations (and CEO's) get tax breaks and subsidies to pay for advertising campaigns for products we work two to three
jobs to get. Sounds like a vicious circle, one that sooner or later becomes too big,--even unsustainable.*
My main issue was suddenly obvious to me: sustainability. Any and all problems had to be looked at from that perspective.
Anything else will just continue a government that cannot be sustained.
Fortunately, I am not alone with this perception. Over a decade ago, I read an article (Utne Reader, Sept./Oct., 1993)
by Paul Hawken, detailing 12 strategies for creating a sustainable economy. Ideas that "would reduce absolute consumption
of energy and natural resources; would provide secure , stable, and meaningful employment for people everywhere; would be
self-actuated as opposed to regulated, controlled, mandated, or moralistic; would honor human nature and market principles;
would be seen as a more desirable way of life; would exceed sustainability by restoring degraded habitats and ecosystems to
their fullest biological capacity." In 1993, Mr. Hawken stated this system of sustainable commerce would rely solar energy, however, as we have seen, wind energy and geothermal systems are being more frequently implemented as well.
Among the twelve ideas offered a few most appealing to me: take back the charters of companies that pollute and
refuse to clean up their mess, transform the making of things, i.e. recognize the three types of products, consumables that are
eaten or biodegrade, durables, cars, TVs, VCRs refrigerators, etc. that can be returned to factories to be recycled, and unsal·
ables, toxins, radiation, heavy metals, and chemicals which must belong to the original maker, safeguarded by public utilities
that store the materials but charge the original maker rent. Other strategies are, respect the human spirit, take inventory of the
species on the planet, take care of human health and, of course, vote, don't buy products from companies that act inappropri·
ately.
Most recently, a conference held at Bard this past summer, called "Local Currency," sponsored by the E. F.
Schumacher Institute, yielded many current methods of sustainable living happening all over the world. One speaker -Suggested we all study our communities and determine whether at least 30 percent of people's needs, food, clothing, energy, could be
provided by that area. It has been a question I have asked repeatedly to many in the two counties my senate district represents. I have yet to find anyone who can answer yes.
It is time to begin thinking of the next era in terms of sustainability and the role our government must play.
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Hi Observer Se
Maybe you can
I am pretty muoh 1il new.
things I have to gat
used to. But herets the main on&!
semen.
I don't want to offend my partner, but
haven't told him yet).
Do you know what I can do about this? Have otner people had this problem too?
Thanks.
Hmmm ... what a situation. First of all, it is good that you have not notified him of
this yet-Do not. Telling him will only cause embarrassment and awkwardness.
In order to help you with this aversion, we need to get the obvious out of the
way-Make sure he is clean and does not have gonorrhea (because truly foul
smelling semen is a sure sign of infection.) These issues are probably not the
problem here, you just do not like the idea of semen, for whatever reason-and
as long as this reason is not prior sexual abuse, I can help you right now. The
facts: Most of the semen is made up of the fluid that supports the sperm. Besides
sperm, semen is made up of fluids; 65% from the seminal vesicles. 30 to 35%
fro_m the prostate and 5% from the vasa. Semen contains ci~ acid* !Jee amino
. . . . . w •.
acids , fructose, enzymes, phosphorylchollne, prO$tagfandJrt, potassium, 'EtnQ od. ~~
zinc ....yummy. The amount of ejaculate a guy produce.can varv~. ft~JU$t$f$WM,tf#.itf ·······
drops to about a teaspoon full. The Look: Semen is usualy.,,~"cloudy white1!91;'•'" '~
that within 1/2 hour becomes runny and clear. The Smelt;dJll"'-- .. ~...c·• ~""-~tl .....
semen is normal. Compounds called polyamines give sem~1
just how pungent the semen is depends on the guy. The
slightly sweet due to fructose. The taste of semen tends to ci)ange$t~y·., ~~~·1
person to person. BUT. . .the exact smell of semen (your problem} As deteft'hmed
by the guy's diet, while the consistency of it is dependent on water lntake. 'Three
words: Eat more fruit. Especially the pineapple. There is oometh4ng In pineap~
pie that is proven to affect the smell and taste of semen in favorable ways. Nuts
are beneficial as well. A diet high in fat, fast foods, white bread leads to bland
nutrition and really bland semen. I know it might be a. tittle suspicious to offer De.a r Sexpert?
your guy chunks of pineapple everyday, but maybe som~ ttonest discussion will Could you talk about how to help women orgasm during sex] Thal'd be {}refit.
"
help. Just realize what semen really is-quite a valuable fluid, in fact-all those Thanks.
little spermies need their liquid medium to survive and prepare for that race to
fallopian tubes . The secret to life lies in that white stuff, so don't be so hard on A female orgasm, like a male's, is not a thing, not an instant, not a ptirely physiit. It's not disgusting; it's just life and little half genomes in hopes.pt finding one cal experience. It is a state of heightened feeling; perhaps think about it as cognecting to some higher energy state, where different forms of e~lowed
special gamete.
to flow in uncommon ways. It js exuberance made flesh, beauty in
tru~
If all else fails, avoid oral sex, use flavored condoms, and make sure you are It is not a quick something, it is the Exquisite. Speaking without the poetryt a girl
needs to know her body and know what works tor het 1opg b~ore another pe,~
~ really attracted to the guy. Because if you aren't into it, the semen·wlll seem a
whole lot more gross.
son can figure this out. Girls cannot be shy about ~q . ~J~ OWi) . ..·.. . .
and expect to experience anything out of the ordinary With a §uy or at'\o\hel' ~n .
So if guys really care about this, just understand that she nee® to fmd the angfe,
Dearest bard advice column,
the motion. the mood~ the ~
I know that to prevent preg~ft she's having tr~~·r,-rriayb,J3
nancy, one must use protecshe's just not"1eady 10 have
tion. Knowing this I heard that
orgasm, because 1ti$ ~process ar:ljj
having sex during certain times
>u have to be ~ta
of a female's cycle will have no
with yourseH.
tlut don't worry;
chance of pregnancy. There
everyone is anat()f'f\ically bunt to
are times where it is more likehave one. And l'rn fiat even going to
- ly to get pregnant and others
0
where it is ok to have unprob
get into the
connection
tected sex. Is this true and if it
D
requirement, as J
..~ .....· .. . ing to fe.el
is then when is it the right time?
Vlike a sex therap$ii• · ·
. --::..·,::.
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Sincerely,
A curious safe man
Yo. This is crucial to know.
Though it is indeed technically
true that there is only a 24 to 48
hour period of time during a
whole 28-31 days in which a
woman is able to become preg-

The Death of Fu and Forties ... Continued from Page 19
seemed out of place for the vibe that I had registered from the people leaving the theater. Even now I still don't think that anyone at the screening had a part in what happened. But I am sure of one thing. Security did not fuck shit up. It was most likely my
peers, students just like me but with proclivity towards destructive benders that caused
this.
The next question was why? Immediately I knew the answer. Because they
could. Everything has a flip-side and this was the flip-side of respect. This vandalism
came at the worse time possible, a time when our social life is fighting to stay alive. It
was like putting a cigar out in a rubber life vest while struggling to keep your head above
water.
Currently at Bard we live in an era of cancellation. No longer is there the spring complement of Drag Race and, because of far too many hospital calls, Drag Race itself is
gone. The Old Gym has been labeled a fire hazard. And now, as a result of the ignorance of a few people, Fu and Forties has had its last screening. Though I don't believe
that the destruction in Aspenwall and FNF were related I do believe that the school has
a responsibility to protect its own. Added to the fact that I had not registered the screening in a bout of overzealous delirium and since there is no evidence to suggest another source for the troublemakers I can understand the decision to cancel Fu and Forties.
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But I am not happy. As a result of the incident, the use of Preston Auditorium has been
severely limited. Clubs must now have a faculty sponsor in order to screen movies in
that theater. This, in some senses, takes away from the feeling independent organiza-'
tion that made Fu and Forties so much fun.
What I feel most at this moment is disappointment. I am disappointed at a student body that cannot function without destruction, at children who insist on be treated
as adults but cannot prove themselves responsible, at a Bard that has lost respect for
itself and its surroundings. I can only hope that the death of this tradition will smack
some sense into the people who pay money to attend this school. Yes, we have a right
to be ourselves and have fun but we must take into consideration the environment that
is around us. The prospective SMOG space is based on the idea of faith and trust of the
students. Have we lost that aspect that makes us upstanding people? Can we prove
that we have what it takes to have a space all our own? At this point I can only hope
that we can because a failure to do so will be our own undoing. Step up Bard, and party
responsibly. If we don't, we'll be pouring out a forty for the death of a social scene that
we can call our own.
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Shout Out:

My roommates are the best and I love
them so! From J. Low!
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It ain't safe no more.
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September 28 , 2004

Department of Comix Department
Q: What kind of a dog can
jump higher than a building ?

A: Any dog. Buildings can 't
Jump.

Feverdreaming
by: Laurence Laufer

Whafs the matter? Don't you love
me t o DEATH anymore ?

Alfrea aeciaea it was time for self reflectiont

Roommate drama unfolds ...
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